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FRONTISPIECE
'Tiresias, who had been both 1nan and woman, was aked
as Ovid's legend' goes, to mediate in a dispute between
Jove and Juno as to which sex got more pleasure from
love -making.

Tiresias unhesitatingly answered that

Yet in the intervening 2,000 years between
w men did.
r
vid's time and our own, a mythology has been built up
/

thich not only holds the opposite to be true, but has made
I

•

1th1s belief an unswerving ideclogy dictating the quality

/ of relations bt:tw0en the sexes.

Woman's sex•-1ality,

defined by men to benefit men, has been downgraded
and perverted, repressed and channeled, denied and
abused until women themselves, thoroughly convinced
of their own sexual inferiority to men, would probably
be dumfounded to learn that there is scientific proof
that Tiresias was indeed right.'
(Lydon, reported in "Sisterhood is Powerful",

1970, p. 197.)

'It is lamentable that women have ·ione so little thinking
and writing on their own behalf and have acc??ted so
meekly the passive role which men in western civilisa
tion have stamped upon female sexual interest.'
( Wright, reported in Schaefer, 19 73, p. 159.)

ii

ABSTRACT

The sexuality of New Zealand women, their preferences 2.r_d their
practices, w,...s compared in a questionnaire administered to two
groups of New Zealand women.

The first sample contained six

hundred and forty-five women who attended the United Women's
Convention in 1977.

The second sample included seventy women

who replied to a postal questionnaire sent �o a random selection from
the Hamilton East electoral roll.

The questionnaire was loosely

based on Hite's ( 1976) study of the sexuality of Ame:�ican women .
The questionnaire exan1ined the respondent's sexual pref�rences,
fantasy, mastarbation, orgasm, partner related questions and
questions on oral se::.

A feminist orientation scale was devised to

determine f eminist bias, in particular in the first sample.

The

respondents proved to be unrepresentative of the general population.
They were predominantly Pakeha, highly educated, with a high percentage in professional or managerial positions.

These women are

orgasmic and enjoy it, they masturbate, enjoy fantasies and do not
experience orgasm from a pents in vagina only.

Following research

by Kinsey et al. (1953), Masters and Johnson (1966) and Hite (1976),
this study confirms the clitoris as women's orgasmic organ.
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CHAPTER ONE

IN TROD UC TION

1.

CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

interest in the study of sexuality was led
The growing academic
_
by Kinsey et al. 1 s {1953) research.

Social scientists, with diverse

interests and emphases, have produced an expanding literature in
this area, which has gained respect as a 8cientific field of study.
Kinsey et aL 's ( 19 53) work wa� t>Y no mea:n s the first in the field,
l,·:.1t they were influential in fre�ing fema�e sexuality from its
historical shrouds of myths and misconceptions.

A5i Ira Reiss,

the editor of the Journal of Social Issues was prompted to write in

1966:
'the approach to this area has been olurred by
impressionistic approaches and dez.dened by
moralistic tirades.'

(1966, p. 1)
During the Ninet{.,enth Century there were conflicting theories of
female sexuality.

In William Acton's Treatise on the Functions and

Disorders of the Reprod.uctive Organs ( 1857) the view was put forward
that it was a vile aspersion to suggest that women had sexual feelings
(Chetwynd, 1977).

Trall ( 1866) on the ot�er hand, encouraged women

to cultivate their sexuality and urged them not to suppress it, so as
to guard against atrophied organs and nervous strain.
'It is very clear,

1

he said, 'that Bex should be as pleasurable as

·possible for both partners'.

(Reported in Gaylin, 1976, p. 139. )

The controversy was such that Degler, a Stanford University historian
researching this period, stated that:
'as many writers adrr!.tted the existence of female
sexual impulses as j_enied them.'
(Reported in G� 1 1.ip, 1976, p. 139. )

2.

Degler cited a study by Mosher (1900) in which a sample of forty-five
middle-class women were asked qnestior.s about their attitudes
towards sexuality, their sexual exp�:-ience and behaviour.

Mosher

found that 82 per cent of her sample horn prior to 1875 had orgasms.
These women stated that they de sirecl sex independent! y of their
husband's arousal.
'One woman reported that failure to reach
orgasm was 1 1:a.ad, even disastrous, nerve
wracking' and another said, 'men have not
been properly trained'. '
(Reported in Gaylin,

1976, p. 139.)

Many medical books on sexuality written during this era were
based on the bcl ief oi a strong sexual desire in women, which if
denied, could cause danger to a woman's health.

At the same time

clitoridectomies were being performed on-women to ensure that their
sexual excitem ent vvould not cause insanity, hysteria or epilepsy
(Lydon,

1970).

Into this confusecl climate came Freud's ( 1901,
female sexuality.

190 5) work on

Freud did not deny women their own sexuality.

However, he is responsible for the concept of the immature clitoral
orgasm, which must be abandoned for the sexually mature vaginal
orgasm, as the transition to womanhood takes place.

Women who

failed to achieve this transition to a vaginal orgasm were labelled
frigid, sexually anaesthetised and psychosexually immature {Reported
in Lydon,

1970).

Freud recognized that the pre-coital women {and

therefore th( young adolescent female}, the area of sexual arousal and
fulfilment was the clitoris, but he denied the continuation of the clitoral
orgasm in the coital (i.e. sexually mature } women.

Kinsey et al.

disputed Freud's theorj: and stated:
'TherP �re no anatomic data to indicate that
su ,. :i:-1 a physical transformation has ever been
:...1bserved, or is possible. '
{1953, p.

582.)

3.
Freud's theory was generally accepted and surgery was performed,
lowering the clitoris so that vaginal orgasms coul.i be achieved.

It

is ironic that this inadvertently validated the clitoris as the organ
of orgasm in women.
Before 1960, research into female sexuality was limited almost
exclusively to Kinsey et al. 's massive survey published in the early
I950's.

They were the first to conduct investigative research with

a large sample, into what people did (or said they did) sexually.
They began their research into female sexuality in 1938, when they
commenced their collection of case histories of women's sexual
preferences and behaviour.

Their sample consisted of 778? women 1

5490 of whom were .mcluded in their statistical analy�is of their data.
The respondents ex·:::luded were prison inmates and black wr1.rnen, the
sample thus being white, free citizens, aged from two to ninety years,
with the bulk fallinr5 between the ages of sixteen and fifty years.

They

were from diverse �ducational, occupational and geographical back
grounds.

The case h1stories were obtained through interviews by

male re searchers.

As in all interview sampling techniques,

difficulties must have been encountered, which could lend bias to
the results.

Any assessment of the part played by the male i1_1ter

viewers in the sensitive area of female sexuality can be but hypothetica\,
but it should be recognized that there is a possibility that the response
could have differed in some way had the interviews been conducted by
females.
Kinsey et aL (1953) asked questions concerning pre-adolescent
sexual activity, masturbation, nocturnal dreams, pre-marital petting
and coitus, 1narital and -:-. ..-;_tra-marital coitus, homosexual response
and contacts, a':"in�al contacts and total sexual outlets.

Their main

findings .,,l.towed that 90 per cent of the respondents had experienced

4.
orgasm by the time they were aged thirty--five, that the clitoris was
the wornen' s orgasmic organ, that male and female orgasms differed
only in the male ejaculation,

and that 62 per cent of their sample

rnasturbated.
At the centre of their conclusions was the finding that the vagina,
'is of minimum importance in contributing to the
erotic respons·es of the female. · It may even
contribute more to the sexual arousal of the male
than it does to the arousal of the female'.
(Kinsey et al., 1953, p. 592}
They found that clinicians and rsychoanalysts had expended considerable
i
effort trying to teach their patients to achieve a vaginal response equal
to that experienced from clitoral stimulation; witl... the consequence that
many hundreds of women had been disturbed.by their :failure to accom
p!ish this biological impossibility (Kinsey �t al., 1953}.
The vagina is not a particularly sensitive ar{:a of the body, containing far fewer nerve endings than the clitoris.
'In most females the walls of the vagina 2.�e devoid
of end organs of touch and are quite insensitive when
they are genfiy stroked or lightly pressed. For
most individt1als the insensitivity extends to every
part of the vagina. '
(Kinsey et al., 1 Q 53, p. 580}
Kinsey et al. ·( 1953) reported that the concept of the 'frigi�' woman
was attribut,ble to ignorance of the clitoris' orgasmic function.

They

posited that the differc1:ce in time it took for males and females to
orgasm also contributed to this idea.
However, Kinsey et al.' s efforts were not accepted unconditionally
by fellow researchers.

Caprio ( 1960), a follower of Freud, wrote:

'whenever a woman is incapable of achieving orgasm
via coitus, providing her husband is 2.n adequate
partner, and prefers clitoral stimulation to any
other form of sex1.1al activity she can be regarded
as suffering from frigidity and requires psychiatric
a.SSiStcl.nCe.

I

(1960, p. 64)

5.
Major research into female sexuality by Masters and Johnson in
19 66 produced new information in this field.

Their subjects were

volunteers who were prepared to have physiological measuremeni.s
taken of their sexual arousal and o:rgasm, in a clinical setting .
Masters and Johason ( 1966) found that women were naturally
multi-orgasmic and that their orgasms varied in intensity, although
.
.
not in kind.

They also stated that the female orgasm is a physio-

logical fact, which follows the same physiological pattern as the
males, with the clitoris being the more sensitive equivalent of the
I
Their results were criHcised by Fisher (1970) as not
penis.
I
being,
'applicable to the .non-sexual-athlete, nrJn
exhibitionist population'
(1970, p. 127)
because their subjects were volunteers who perfcrmed in an antiseptic
environment complete with electrodes and cameras.

This criticism

may be valid, but Masters and Johnson's data did substantiate women's
-subjective experience, as did Kinsey et al.'s earlier research.
However, these findings have not resolved the vaginal versus
clitoral controversy.

Lowen ( 1971), a psychotherapist, wrote about

female orgasms after Masters and Johnson had published their findings.

He st:1ted that if a man stimulates a female's clitoris he loses

much of his own sexual ;>leasure.

He wrote:

1 The need to bring a woman to climax through
clitoral stin1ulation after the act of intercourse
has been completed and the man has reached
climax, is burdensome since it prevents him
from enjoying the relaxation and pe2_ce which
are the rewards of sexuality.
Most men to whom
1 have spoken who engaged in this process resented
it. !

(Reported in Our Bodie·s, Our Selves, 1971, p. 37)
He went on to say that women should not feel guilty if this is the only
way th·ey can achieve orgasm, but does not recommend it, as it is
not the correct vaginal orgasm.

6.
Freud's theory of female sexuality seemed to be firmly entrenched
in tht:: !'"rt�r2.ture in spite of the evidence which states that it is the
clitoris, not the vagina which is ..._• 0 sponsible for women's orgasms
(Kinsey et al., 1953;

Masters and Jchnson, 1966).

It does seem

extraordinary that after Kinsey et al., female StXt.ml ity was 1wt
redefined.

Perhaps t�is was because, �s Dell'olio (1973) put it,

'The clitoral orgasm which worked for most women,
was difficult in the standard male-gratifying positions.'
( 1 9 7 3, p. 1 2 6)
Or perhaps it could have been that accepted paradigms about sexuality
are difficult to change.

Perhaps as Lydon ( 1970} posits,

'The mythology (of vaginal orga3ms) ren.. ains
intact because [i male dominated Ar!1eri,�an
culture has a vested interest in its ·cont:nuarlce. '

(1970, p. 200}
This idea is supported by Bell ( 1974} who in a sexual survey of
Australian women was moved to comment,
'Since the start of the Twentieth Centu.?"/ women in
the western world have been told that wha -:ever
sexual pleasure she achieved, was obtaint.:d through
Sh� was thus dependent on the male's
the vagina.
erect penis to achieve orgasm. '

(1974, p. 73)
It appears that mer, enjoy intercourse in the traditional positions
and have thus been loathe to accept evidence that suggests that this
is not the method whi,..:h maximises women's sexual pleasure.
One of the more recent studies into female sexuality was conducted by Shere Hite ( 1976).

She published her results in a popular

book, which is currently a best seller, as was Masters and Johnson's
· and Kinsey et al. 's in their time.
ological drawbacks.
analysis of her iata.

Hite's survey has severe method-

Firstly, she did not attempt any statistical
Secondly a large proportion of her respondents

had to wri!P requesting a copy of the questionnaire, after seeing
adve1'.'tisements in magazines, while others responded after reading

.., .
her first book based on the answers to a similar questionnaire given to forty
five w0men�

The former would have had to be particularly motivated

to fill in such a questionnaire, and the latter sampled could have been
biased by reading the initial results.

As it was, only 3019 of 100,000

questionnaires distributed were returned.

Hite based her question-

naire on the premise that female sexuality had been seen essentially
as a response to male sexuality and intercourse.

She stated:

I

there had rarely been any acknowledgement that
emale sexuality might have a complex nature of
its own which would be more than just the logical
counterpart of (what we think of as) male sexuality.'
(1976, p.

11)

Hife's main findirgs.supported those of Kinsey et__?.l. (1953) and
Masters and Johnson ( 1966), that it is from stimuladon of the clitoris
that a woman achieves orgasm.
One of the outcomes of the emergence of a scientific study of
sexuality appears to be a backlash against the concept of sexual
equality in terms of a woman's right to orgasm.

Popular magazines

erroneously-offer consolations to the male whose partners do not
orgasm, in emotive and inappropriate language.

For example,

'All this talk about new female sexuaHt:r has
started a rumour that women want multiple 0rgasms
all the time or else.
Men need to realise that there·
are times when women are perfectly happy not to
have an orgasm - perhaps they a.i.·e too tired. to
bother with dizzy heights and are content 1vith just
the emotional and physical pleasure close contact
brings. '
(Cleo, 1976)
Perhaps the author of the Cleo article had based his /her conclusions
· on statements such as the following made by Robertiello (1970).

He

states that many women who do not have orgasms enjoy sex more than
many women who have orgasms.

He writes:

'Though having orgasms might certainly be desirable,
it ::,hould not be equated either with the level of men
tal health or the degree of pleasure and satisfaction
in sex. '

(1970, pp. 308, 309)

8.
The fact that some women do enjoy sex without having an orgasm
cannot legitimately be generalised to this type of blanket statement.
By doing this Robertiello has misrepresented the facts of the matter.
It is difficult to resist t}_le temptation to posit whether or not, and
under which r.ircumstances, Robertiello w ould have been prepared to
make the same statements, substituting 'men' for 'women'.
Orgasmic reactions, particularly the comparison between n1ale
and female orgasm, has been the subject of much study (Kinsey et aL,

1953; Masters and Johnson, 1966; Hite, 1976).

lv1asters and Johnson

(1966) described the same physiological changes in both males' and
females' orgasr..1.s.

Recent research has shown that the sucjective

experience is also similar.

Vance and Wagner (1976) submitted

forty-eight d�script:ons of orgasms to seventy judges to dis'-x·ver if
they could ascertaiP. the sex of the person describing their orgasms.
This they were unable to do.

Vane e and Wagner conclude:

'This suggei:,�s that the experience of orgasm for
males and fernales is subjectively the same,
except that w omen appear able to have multiple
orgasms.' ( 1 )

(1976, p. 9 3)
The 'obligatory' or 'faked' orgasm has found its way into the
most recent literature on female sexuality.

Some women have said

they feel they must have an orgasm to please their partners, and
preferably through intercourse (Schaefer, 197 5; Hubbard, 1976;
Tavris and Harris, 1976).
Schaefer ( 1975) interviewed thirty women about their sexual
. experiences.

She found that 56 per cent of her sample had faked

an orgasm for a variety of reasons.
1. There had been sc,rri'"' confusion over the term 'rnultiple orgasm'
This does not mean a number
coined by Masten, ::..nd Johnson (1966).
es of org�sms with no break
scri.
of orgasms or..: after the other, but a
Hite (1976) found
n.
stimulatio
in between :irising from continuous
l. orgasms with
a
sequenti
confuse
did
that so"":,H� of her respondents
She define� sequential orgasrns as restimulation
mul�:..ple orgasms.
oi the clitoris within a few minutes of orgas1n to produce a further
o rgasm (Hite, 1976).

9.
Hubbard ( 19 76) looked at the explanation as to why wome11 would
pretend to have an orgasm when they had not.

She concluded that:

•The main reason women do this is to escape
the anxiety created by the real nature of the
sexual situation between their partners and
themselves. 1
{1976, p. 9}

A woman may fake an orgasm to protect her partner from the
knowledge that he has not aroused her to orgasm.
'

She may also do

i

this bec'ause she does not know what stimulation she needs to achieve
an orgasrr/ and rather ihan pursue this, sh e gives up and pretends
.
to have o:t;te (Hubbard, 1976).
This latter reason for faking an orgasm
is based .on the concept that t he male must have an orgasm arid that

.

.

I
the woman's orgasm 1s unimportant to h er..

Th� current acceptance of women as orgasmic, has created the
situation where men expect their sexual techniques to produce an
orgasm for their partners.

Laws and Schwartz (19 77) state:

'The 1nale' s obligation to provide his partner with
an orgasm is often translated into an obligation on
her part to produce one.
This has resulted �!I. an
often-parodied pressure on the woman to fake an
orgasm or to lie about it. '
(19 7 7, p. 5 3)

It is evident that confusion and anxiety surrounds the f(!rt!ale orgasm,
for some people.

Some women do not have orgasms and are quite

satisfied with this situation, enjoying the intimacy and the arousal
itself.

However, these women are in the minority and most women

do want to orgasm from their sexual encounters (Hite, 1976).

Men

are now told that their female partners are capable of having an orgasm
and so expect this to happen.

This insistence on orgasm can produce

the aforementioned phenomena of women 'faking' orgasms to bolster
their partner's confidence as an adequate lover.
If orgasm is the result of clitoral stimulation (and research indicates
it is) then it follows that the most effective way for a woman to have an
orgasm is through masturbation.

1 o.

Kinsey et al. (1953) were the first researchers to state this.

They

found that 62 per cent of their sample masturbated, and of these
95 per cent achieved orgasm.

A more recent statement in fais

area was made by De Martino ( 19 69), who said,
'Past and current research clearly indicate that
the �najority of women in our society are able to
attain an orgasm much easier and faster from
clitoral self-manipulation than from sexual inter
course.'
(1969, p. 107)
De Martino's conclusion was based on data produced from his study
in 1974 of three hundred and twenty-seven female members of Mensa.
Reflecting �he results of much of the other research in the area, he
found that 81 per cent of his sample masturbated a::1;::l uf these 82
per cent orgasmed from this.

Their primary method of masturbation

was manual stimula�ion of the clitoris.
Another study c,n masturbation by Arafat and Cotton ( 1974),
surveyed two-hunired and five female students.

These women were

asked to state their prefernces on masturbation and intercourse:
one fifth (20. 83%) of the women rated masturbation equal to inter
course, under half (45.84%) rated masturbation lower than inter
course, while a third (33. 33%) rated masturbation greater than
intercourse.

Thus over half the sample rated masturbati.on equal to,

or gr·eater than intercourse.

The fact that nearly half the respondents

rated masturbation lower than intercourse can be explained by the
pleasure engendered by the physical intimacy and emotional respons
iveness to one's partner.
Of the 82 per cent of Hite' s (1976) respondents who masturbated,
95 per cent orgasmed regularly and easi]�r , 3.gain demonstrating that
female masturbation is a suer:...:; �ful technique for producing orgasm.
Ai i:L.c,ugh female mo sturbation has a long history of condemnation
by thf> -:hn:�:ch, the family and the medical profession, a more recent

l I.
attitude change has developed which defines masturbation as normal
and innocuous (Kinsey e.t al., 1953; Masters and Johnson, 1966;
Hite, 1976).

In fact, masturbation is increasingly being seen as

therapeutic.

Psychologis!s, such as Lobitz and Lo Piccolo ( 1972)

and Barbach ( 1976) are teaching masturbation techniques to women,
as therapy to convert p_re-orgasmic wom_en to orgasmic women, as
well as for rectifying other sexual dysfunctions.

It is also encouraged

as an effective relaxation exercise, and as a means for women to
under stand their own sexuality.

'

Laws and Schwartz ( 1977) .have the concluding comment on
l

r1asturbation.

They say:

'When the easE.. and simplicity of orgasrn thrpugh
masturbation are contrasted with the dii:":Hculties,
conflict and ideological controversies murounding
orgasm through intercourse, it is easy to see why
some women have decided to do \Vithout penetration,
if not without men.
The fact that wom..:·n have this
option is, of course, threatening to m <::n, both on a
personal level and on a political level. When men
no longer control women's sexuality, the future of
a number of social institutions is thrown .i.n doubt.'
(1977, p. 59)

As with most other aspects of female sexuality, controversy exists
over women's fantasies.

Freud declared that only unsatisfied and

unhappy people fantasize,(Reported in Hariton, 1973).

It must be

borne in miul that all Freud's dictums on female sexuality are
based on his clinical experience with white middle-class Viennese
women who were not r:ecessarily representative of women in general.
The fact of Freud's adherence to the myth of the vaginal orgasm
must make any of his proselytising on female sexuality suspect.
Freud himself said,
'!.: you want to know more about feminity, you must
interrogate your own experience, or turn to the
·poets, or else wait until science can give you more
profound and coherent information. '
(Reported in Schaefer, 1973, p. 19)

12.
It is a pity that the people who so eagerly accepted and used Freud's
ideas did not also look at his own express2d doubts.

Chassequet-

Sm:irgel (19 70) had this to say about Freud,
'Freud was always reticent about the dark con
tinent of feminity and constantly stressed the
incomplete nature of his discoveries.'
(1970, p. 1)

Kinsey et al. (1953) found that 60 per cent of those who masturbated
had heterosexual fantasies, 10 per cent had homosexual fantasies, one
per cent had fantasies about se}f with animals and four per cent had
sado-masochistic fantasies.

They also found that two per cent of

their subjects orgasmed from �antasy al\me.
Hariton ( 19 7 3) found ch at,
'erotic fantasies are common among wcmen, that
they are not escape mechanisms and. tha.t they often
enhance sexual desire and pleasure.'
(1973, p. 5)

She found that 65 per cent of her sample of one hundred and forty-one
women fantasized during intercourse, 28 per cent occasionally did
this, while seven per �ez ...t had no fantasies at all.

Hariton, in a

further study with Singer, in 1974, found that 65 per cent of their
sample of housewiv�s reported erotic fantasy during intercourse.
In De Martino's (1974) study of intelligent women, 70 per ·cent
of his respondents fantct.sized during sexual activity with a partner.
The most popular fantasies were, in order: sex with a male other
than the current partner, group sex, pornographic scenes, sex with
a negro, l�sbian sex and masochistic and/or rape fantasies.
Kaplan (1974) stated that sexual fantasy aids a healthy sex life
and is necessary to prevent sexual dysfunction.

She writes,

; sex lb compc;;,c:. ,:"J" of friction and fantasy;
deficiencies in either can produce symptoms.'

(Reported in Carlson and Col�man, 1977, p. 528)

13.

Research has shown that women are more imaginative in their
sexual fantasies than are men.

In a study by Carlson and Coleman

(1977), it was reported that women respondents experienced richer,
more erotic and complex fantasies than their male subjects.
also shows that fantasy aids female sexual pleasure.

Research

Sizeman (1977)

discovered that women who experienced erotic fantasies tended to have
a higher frequency of orgasms than women who did not fantasize about

sex.
Recent research findings substantiate the previous research which
posited that women did have fantasies and 'that this was not detrimen
tal in any way to their sex lives.
Another area o-Z sexuality that has induced contl·oversy is that of
)

oral sex.

Opinion on oral sex ranges from it being so disg:1sting

that it is out--lawed, to being the panacea of all sexual problems
(Reuben, 1969).
Tavris and Sa.dd quote a provision from the law in an unnamed
State in America:
'Any person participating in an act of copulating
the mouth of one person with the sexual organ of
another is punishable by imprisonment in the
state prison for not exceeding fifteen years. '
(1975, p. 125)
It was Kinsey et al. 's (1953) publication of the fact that half their
female sample had experienced cunnilingus and fellatio that changed
the concept of oral sex as a secret vice of a few disturbed and/or
debauched individuals (Kinsey et al., 1953).
Recent research has found that oral sex is not an unusual sexual
activity.

The Redhook survey or female sexuality (1975), states

that-:
1 Al:-.dost all wives under the age of forty enjoy oral
sex, both cunnilingus and fellatio. '
"'enital
_,

(Tavris and Sadd, 197 5, p. 22)
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Hite ( 1976) states thaf 42 per cent of her respondents e11joyed

cunnilingus.

She also said that women who do not enjoy cunnilingus

are usually concerned about the odour and general cleanliness of

their genitals.

Women als0 felt dubious about having to perform

fellatio on their partners, and were thus reluctant to permit cunnilingus,

as they saw their reciprocal duty being to indulge in fellatio (Hite,
1976).

Oral sex is obviously yet another area in which further study will

shed HgJt on the myths and misconceptions extant in our society today.

Mel have traditionally been the most ·prolific researchers into

I

fem ale fsexuaJ.i ty, but as Laws and Schwartz ( 1977) note, this is

./
ch angmg.

'As feminist analysif; of female sexuality con
tinues to develop, the masculine bias in sex
research becomes more apparent. '
(I 977, p. viii)

Fisher ( 1970) considered the social ramifications of the research

findings on female sexuality.

The male identity has been shown to be

closely related to male sexuality (Farrell, 1974).

If the clitoris is

the female's major sexual organ, then masturbation and homosexuality

become options which may threaten many men.

Thr:.r� is a growing

·literature stating that men do feel extremely threatened by the actuality
of the female orgasm arising from the clitoris (Fir;her, 1970).

With

this, comes the concept that women ar� more versatile than men in

terms of the types of orgasm they can reach, and that they do not need

a penis to achieve these.

De Martino commented on this point:

'As more women become more liberated sexually
and thus more confident, aggressive and demanding
in their heterosexual relationships and because of
their ahili ty to reach several orgasms in a short time
in�2rval, !nen may well experience a greater �urge of
threat, with respect to their feelings of virility and
masculinity - they may find it increasingly difficult
to sexually satisfy women. 1
(1974, p. 107)
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The controversy continues, and may have wide societal manifes
tations if the emerging trend which

recognizes the 'myth of the

vaginal orgasm' is established.
Although there has been considerable re search into sexuality,
little has been undertak�n in New Zealand.

The present study was

conducted in order to clarify some of the issues raised in the literature
(such as vaginal versus clitoral orgasm and the use of fantasy) in a
sample of New Zealand women.
A pilot questionnaire, bas�d on Hite' s study ( 1976), was sent

./

first to the women who attended the Women and Health Conference in
I
I

Wellington in February J 977.

: They co;:,.stituted a group with wide

,

interests and experience, whom it was hope� w�)uld contribute con
:,tructive comments about this questionnaire.

The sample was small,

but the results obtained were a useful indication of what New Zealand
2
women said they do and prefer, in .their sex livf.!,5.( �

Refinements

implemented after the analysis of those data, n·sulted in the questionnaire used in the present study.

There were two major samples

involved in this research: six hundred and forty-five women who
attended the United Women's Convention in Christchurch in 1977, and
seventy women drawn at random from the 1975 Hamilton East electoral
roll.

The :results from these samples are reported and discussed in

this study.

2. The pilot study and some preliminary data from the United Women's
Convention sample were reported to the New Zealanrl. Psychology Confer
erence and to the Women's Studies Conference in August/September 1978;
thP final results of this reBeardi are reported here.
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CHAPTER

TWO

METHOD

2. 1

SUBJECTS.
Based on the.questions asked by Hite ('1976), in her study of American

women, this research examined female sexuality in two studies of New
Zealand women.

The questionnaire, looking at sexual preference and

enjoyment, orgams, fantasy and �asturbati<:> n, was available to the
!
I

women who attended the United Women's Convention in Christchurch in
June, 1977. (hereafter refe1·red to as Study 1).

Of the two thousand

six hundred women who attended, six hundred and forty-five, or nearly
one quarter (24. 8%) chose to participate in this research.
In a further study for comparative purposes, a sample of four
hundred and seventy-five women whose names were on the top and
bottom of each column of the 1975 Hamilton East

ele(:toral roll (the

1978 electoral roll was rjct _published in time for this survey), was
conducted in July and August 1978. (hereafter referred to as Study II).
Seventy completed quet,tiorr�d.ires (14. 73%) were finally returned for
analysis.
Major b iog1aphical characteristics of age, marital status, ethnic
group, education, occupation, number of children, rel igious affilia
tion and the practise of re] igion formed the demographic data.
In Study I the age range wa·s from fourteen to eighty-one with a
mean of 31. 37, and a mode of 30.
presented in Y2.blc 1.

Other demographic data are

As this data d�monstrates, the sample is

not representative of the general population of New Zedland.

It was

predominantly Pakeha, well educated, with a high per<:entage of
Professional women, who lived mainly in a South Island main centre.

1 7.
TABLE I: _Demographic Data in Study I (N = 645)
Options

Questions
Marital Status

Ethnic Group

1

Married
Partner same sex
De facto
Divorced
Legally separated
Info14 mctlly separated
Single
Widowed
· Other
Pak eha /Eur ope an
Maori: /Pakeha
N. Z:. Maori
Other Polynesian
Other

Protestant
Roman Catholic
None
Other

%
57. 1
3. 6
1o. 5
1. 7
4. 1
2.3
17. 3
I.1
2. 0

9. 3. 3
2. 2
1 .2
o. 2
2.8

36.0
7. 3
47.9
8.4
•
�----------- ---------------------+----27.5
Yes
Practising
No
49. 9
Religion
Not applicable
22.5 ----J
------------i---....::....::.------------·------�--None
Educational
8.3
School Certificate
Qualifications
17. 0
34.3
U. E. plus
39.9
Degree plus
Housewife
Occupation
23. 4
Clerical
6. 2
Professional
27. 3
Shop wo�ker
1. 1
10. 8
Student
Factory worker
0. 3
Managerial
1. 4
Um".mpl0yed
1.6
26. 5
Other
N. I. main centre
14. 7
Area in New
N. I. city
Zealand in
9. 7
3.6
which Respon N. I. !. own
2. 5
dents Lived
N. I. rural
42.3
S. I. main centre
10. 9
S. I. city
5. 8
S. I. town
IO. 5
S. I. rural
51.6
O
Number of
27. 1
female
1
13. 7
c
· hildren
2
5.3
3
1. 7
4
5
0.3
0.2
7
r---------.L------"�------------------+------4
49.6
Number of
0
25.3
1
male
17. 3
2
childre·n
5. 3
4
1. 2
5
0.9
7
0.3
Religious
Affiliation
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The age range for Study II was fifteen to seventy-four, with a
mean of 3 L 37, and a mode of 30.
presented in Table 2.

Further demographic data are

19.
TABLE 2: Demographic Data of Study II (N = 70)
Questions

I

Options

%

Married
Stable partner opposite sex
Stable partner same sex
Divorced
Legally separated
Informad.ly separated
Single
Other

57. 1
5. 7
1. 4
1. 4.
14. 3
1. 4
I 7. 1
1..4

Ethnic Group

Pakeha/European
Maori/Pakeha
Other Polynesian
Other·

94. 3
2.9
I. 4
1.4

Religious
Affiliation

Protestant
Roman Catholic
None
Other

58. 6
11.4
27. l
2.9

Pr acti si1 ..g
Religion

Yes
No
Not appl�cable

15. 7
71. 4
12. 9

Educational
Qualifications

None
School certificate
U. E. plus higher school qualifications
Trade or clerical certificates
Nursing qualifications
Teachers' College certificate
University degree or above
Other

25. 7
14. 3
20.0
1.4
5. 7
5. 7
21. 4
5.7

Marital Status

"---------+----�---------------·--------t---

Occupation

·Home duties
Clerk al
Profe::; sional
Shop worker
f;tudent
Factory \-vorker
Managedal
Unemployed

25. 7
14. 3
20. 0
1. 4
5. 7
5. 7
21.4
5. 7

Number of
female
children

0
1
2
3
4
7

40.0
28. 6
20.0
7. 1
2.9
1.4

Number of
male
children

0
1
2
3
4

37. 1
35. 7
14. 3
11.4
1. 4

I
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2. 2

PROCEDURE
As the subject matter has traditionally been a sensitive one,

questionnaires which could be fHled in anonymously were chosen aa
the most appropriate means of gathering the data.
seen as a delicate area for research.

Sex has always :>een

Johnson and De Latamer {1976)

examined this hypothesis, looking at respondents' refusals and non
valid �ep9rting.

They looked at research into sexuality using a self

admin�stJred questionnaire which preserved the respondent's

anonymi/y.

Of their sample only a small. number (8. 3 % ) either did

not complete the questionnaire, or did not answer it.
I

Johnson and

De La�ater ( 1976) ex�n-.ir..ed the demographic dr1.ta of foose who did
i
not respond and found that they were older women with less edu.c-3.tion.
However, these factors were of minor significance, as reading ability
was the most important variable.

They state:

'Response co-operation, as indicated by refusal
and termination rates, is not obviously more
problematic in sex surveys than in surveys of
other topics. '
(1976, p. 180)

They conclude that:
'the concern with the threat of the subject :natter
is a projection of the interviewer's discomfit.'
(1976, p. 181)

In designing the questionnaire, a pilot study was -conducted with
the women who attended the Women and Health Conference in Wellington
in February 1977.

A group with wide interests and experience in the

New Zealand health field, they constituted a sample from which one
could expect a high response rate from a postal survey, and who
would provide, in addition, constructive con-lments on the questionnaire.

Of the one hundred and sevente0n questionnaires sent, fifty-

eight were completed and returnui., a response rate of .almost fifty
percent (49. 05%}.

Ther.::: was no follow-up letter sent, as the
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objectives of the pilot survey, that is, information on the feasibility
of the questions and the layout of the questionnaire, were met in the
initial response.
Study I was conducted in the context of a convention.

All par-

ticipants received in their arrival package notification that the
questionnaire was avaqable, and were in.vited to respond to it.
Whilst any form of follow-up was inhibited by cost, the preservation
of anonymity for the respondents als,o made- follow-up impractical,
as it was not possible to determine who had, or had not, responded.
The m�thod of data colle�tion for Study II was different.

A

I
i

postal survey was condu::ted as being the closest :::tpproximation to
the method of data collection in Study I.

Door "t,:> door questionnaire

distribution was ruled out, as the face to face ir.teraction could have
produced some form of bias to the results, as Wf:11 as negating
anonymity for the respondents.
A preliminary questionnaire seeking demcg.r2..phic data only,
was sent, with a lette1" a::;king whether or not the women would be
prepared to complete a questionnaire on sexuality, and if not, the
reasons for their rf'fusal..

(See Appendix 1 for the preliminary

questionnaire, and accompanying letters, and Appendix II for the
results of th i.s questionnaire. )

Only seventy-eight women replied,

filling in the prelimina1:y questionnaire, with sixty-four women
requesting one hundred and sixty-two questionnaires for themselves,
and other interested women, as the letter had invited them to do.
Some weeks later a follow-up letter was sent (see Appendix III),
resulting in a final disappointing response rate of just over 14 per
cent ( 14. 73

%).

Co8t prohibited the supply of stamped addressed

return e!).vel J!:,es for both the initial contact and the questionnaire
itself, undoubtedly influencing the response rate on both occasions.
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This low response might also have been influenced by the actual
questions in the questionnaire.

z. 3

QUESTlONNAIRE FORMAT AND CONTENT
Following the pilot study the questionnaire was redesigned for

Study I

(see Appendix IV for a copy of the questionnaire for Study I.)

The questionnaire contained forty-eight questions; forty-five of
these had set response alternatives and three were open-ended.

Of

i

these three open-ended questions, one was coded after the question
/
I

naires we-r:e returned and included in the computer analysis.

Answers

to the remaining two opt':n-ended questions, \Ho·.,.., does an orgasm
.feel?' and 'Would you like to make some comm �£1ts about this
1

questionnaire?' were too varied for any pre-coding.
The questions used in Study I yielded respc.: .1ses which indicated
that respondents had been restricted on. some points by lack of alter
natives or by a lack of depth in the questions, in some areas.

The

questionnaire for Stu,iy II was changed to try and accommodate the
drawbacks in Study I.

(See Appendix V for a copy of the questionnaire

for Study II. )

The nur..:1b�r of questions were increased from forty

eight to sixty.

The number of open-ended questions were increased

from three to ten, wi�h nine of them being coded for the computer
after they were completed.

The only open-ended question not

included in the computer analysis was Question 21,
orgasm feel?

1

How does an

Please briefly explain', again because the responses

· were so varied.
There were minor differences in the questions asking for demographic data in the two studies.

Qu.estion 2 in Study I asked, 'What

is your married status?' anil. 0ecame in Study II, 'Which of the follow
ing a pplies to you? '

O:�c s tion 7, 'Do you have any educational
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qualifications?' was expanded in Study II allowing eight forced choices,
compared with four in Study I.

The forced choice options were

increased in J.nany of the questions in Study II; for example, in
Question 10, 'Would you de scribe your self as?' wHh the optior..s
being 'Heterosexual, bi-sexual, lesbian, virgin r asexual', the
latter two being absent from Study I.
Other questions were elaborated upon.

Question 1 7 'Do you

fantasize about sex?' is the same question in both studies, but with
different forced choices.

In Study I the respondents could answer;

'Yes, sometimes, no', while in Study II the options were;

'Regularly,

occasionally, not at all', which seemed more appropriate answers
to the question.

However, this question on its own gave very little

information, so Study II included two further questions, 'PL."7ase
state under what conditions you fantasize about sex',

and, 'Would

you briefly descri1'-e your most common sexual fantasy', which elicits
a great deal more information than the initial question alone.
In Study I the question was asked, 'Does your partner know when
you have an orgasm?'

In Study 11 two additional questions were added,

'Do you tell him or her if you orgasm or not?' and 'Does he or she
care if you orgasm?', which gave a more thorough coverage of this
area.

These questions took the place of the question from Study I,

'Do you discuss with your sex partner your mutual enjoyment?',
which was not considered definitive enough.
The wording of the question 'Do you fake an orgasm?' in Study
I was changed in Study II to 'Have you ever faked an orgasm? 1 which
·is a more comprehensive question.

In Study II it was followed by

'Please briefly explain why you �ave faked an orgasm' which allowed
the respondents to explain their actions, thus producing more detailed
data on the topic.
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The que sticn 'How often do you have sex?' is followed in Study
II by an ope�-ended question asking the st:1bject to 'State how often
yo_u would like to have sex'.
Additional questions in Study I I were, 'Do you orgasm during
intercourse?' and 'Do you enjoy intercourse?'
An additional section was incorporated asking nine questions
on oral sex.

These were:

1
'Does your partner practise cunnilingus, that is, have oral sex with you?

'If 'no', why not?'
'If 'yes 1, do you enjoy this? 1
'Do you practise fellatio, that s, have o.!'."al sex with your male partner? 1
'If 'no' why not?'
'Jf 'yes', do you enjoy this ?'
'Do you have oral sex with your female partner? 1
'If 'no', why not?'
'If 'yes', do you enjoy this?'
The questions on masturbation were essentially the same for
both studies, except for two questions in Study II which were worded
differently for more accurate information.

' Do yoµ prefer to mas

turbate rather than havP. sexual activity with a partner?', took the
place of the �ather ambiguous ·and leading question, 'Do you enjoy
the fact that you can be self-reliant for sex?', in Study I.

'Do you

masturbate 1nore than once a fortnight?' was changed to an open
ended question,

'How often do you masturbate? Please state'.

A question omitted from Study I I was 'When your partner
· stimulates your clitoris to orgasm, is that a prelude to vaginal
penetration?', as it did not produce relevant informz.tion.
No fully valid estimate of the sampling error of either of the
samples is possible, since the respondents were not selected at
random within a defined strata.

This itself immediately introduces
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the possibility of bias in the drawing of the samples.

The deliberate

non-ra::1.domness of Study I compounds the problem.
Other problems, such as poor framing of the questions, possible
untruthfu�ness of the respondents, refusals and omissions, as well
as the researcher's own bias, could effect the results of this
research (Burton and Cherry,

1970;

Yates,

1965).

Recognizing the possibility of a feminist bias, the questionnaire
included questions to determine the feminist orientation of the samples
, so that political consciousness and feminist awareness of the respon
dents might be compared.

This was i;mportant as the respondents in

Study I, motivated a� they were to attend a United Vi omen's Convention,
may have had a larf"= feminist bias.

Six questions were included in

Study I, attempting to measure the respondent's feminist orientation,
with minor changes made for Study II.

These questions in Study I

were:
12.

'Would you deacribe yourself as a feminist?'

13.

'Do you subscribe to Broadsheet?'

14.

'If you are married, do you use your husband's surname?'

15.

'Do you call yourself?' (Ms, Mrs, Miss, Other, No Title)

16.

'Do you believe in abortion on demand?'

17.

'Would you consider N.

z.

to be a sexist society?'

'Do you subscribe to Broadsheet?' was discarded for

Study II,

as this could be measuring an economic variable, not an indication of
feminism per se._

'Do you believe in abortion on demand?' was also

omitted, as being a subject area, possibly unrelated to feminism, and
a study in itself.

The question 'Do you belong to any women's organisa

tions?' was included as being a measure of feminist commitment, with
a following question asking the names of the organisations they were
involved in.
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The questionnaires were designed so that the information could
be punched directly on to computer cards.

The computer programme

used for all the analyses was the Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (SPSS).
It was possible to discover the radical feminists by taking the
'radical' (i.e. the most. extreme) answers to the feminist orientation
qu estions.

These were: 'Yes' to 'Would you describe yourself as a

feminist?', 'Yes' to 'Do you subscribe to Broadsheet?', 'No',.
'sometimes', or 'not applicable' to 'Do you use your husband's
i

surname?', if they called themselves 'Ms, no title', or 'other title',
such as 'Dr' or 'Professor', 'Yes' or 'in certain ..::ircumstances' to
'Do you believe in abortion on demand?', and 'Yes' to 'Would you
consider New Zealand to be a sexist society?'
The same method was used to find the radic:al feminists in
Study II, with the only difference being that the respondents had to
have answered ' Yes' to the question 'Do you belong to any women's
organisations?'
Chi-squares were computed between the radical and non-radical
groups for all questions f� Study I.

This was not possible in Study II

as only four respondents could be labelled radical.
Chi-s�uares were also computed between other variables in
Study I.

This furthe:a: dnalysis also took place in Study II but the

results were not valid as the numbers were too small to be statis tically significant.
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CHAPTER

T HREE
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3. 1

RESULTS OF STUDY I:

THE UNITED WOMEN'S

C�NVENTION SAMPLE.

Table 3 gives the respondents' answers to the questions asked
in the quesionnaire for Study �.
percentages.
questions.

These results are presented in

The results in this table are a ll from forced choice
They are divided into v arious sub-sections, which

group the questions into the different areas of sexuali ty which
were covered in the questionnaire.
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TABLE 3: Results of the Questions the Respondents were asked
in Study I (N

= 645)

Subsection I: How the respondents answered the questions on their
fomini st orientation
Questions

%

Options

Are you a
feminist?

Yes
No

74. 1
24. 6

Do you subscribe
to Broadsheet?

Yes
No

33. 9
65. 7

Do you use your
husband's surname

Yes
Sometimes
No
Not applicable

60. 1
3. 7
6.2
29. 6

What title do you
use?

Ms
Mrs
Miss
Other
No title

41. 3
30. 6
5.0
1. 4
21.2

Do you believe in
abortion on demand?

Yes
In certain circumstances
No

65. 5
25. 1
7. 6

ls New Zealand a
sexist society?

Yes
Unsure
No

87.2
6. 6
5. 8

-

Results of computer analysis of whether the
respondents were radical feminists or not:
Radical feminists
Non.:..radical feminists

4 5. 7
54. 4

Subsection II: How the respondents answered the question about
menopause.
Options

Question
Are you?

Pre-menopausal
Experiencing menopause
Post-menopausal

%
88. 1

5. 5
4. 2

Subsection III: How the respondents labelled themselves sexually.
Options

Question
Would you describe
yo1 -:..1.·_self s.a?
L

J

Heterosexual
Bi-sexual
Lesbian

%
82. 5
10. 9
5. 6
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Table 3 ( Continu ed)

SubsecJion

rv:

How the respondents answered the questions on their
sexual activity

Questions

Options

Yourself
Male partner
Fe1nale partner
.Other
Not applicable

Do yoi..: have sex
most frequently
with?

Is your sexual activity
at the rnom ent
restricted to one
partner only?

Yes
No
Not applicable

%

12. 5
77.4
4.8
1.1
3.1

74. 1
14.2
11. 1

Subsectior;i V: Whether the respondents fantasized about sex.
I
I

i
I

I

e sti on
p ti o s
....____a_!_f _ _ _ _ _ ____+-_____o_ _ _ _ n
_ _ ·---------+---o/c-o__
Yes
30. 0
Do you fantasize
Sometimes
44. 5
about sex?
l.�_o___________�-- --�-20_ ._ _3 _ ___;

1

1

1,..-____
...._________

. Subsection VI: How the respon<lents answered the questions about
masturbation.
Questions

Have you ever
masturbated?

When you m.asturbate
do/ did you have an
orgasm?

-

Yes
No

Options

Yes
Usually
Sometimes
Rarely
No
Not
applicable
---·
t-------------_.---=--=-----------Did / do you enjoy
masturbation?

Did your parents/
authority figure tell
you not to masturbate?

Were you warned of
unpleasant con
sequences?
Method of mastur
bation?

Yes
Sometimes
No
Not applicable

Yes
No
Not applicable

Yes
No
Not applicable

Finger stimulating clitoris
Vibrator stimulating clitoris
Object stimulating clitoris
Stimulating vagina and clitoris
together
Stimulating vagina only
Other
Combination of above
Not applicable

%

84.6
12.6

49.0
12. 0
7. 5
4. 1
12. 3
12. 5

55. 2
24. 5
5.6
12.0

23. 9
63.8
10.0

8.7
23.6
63 .. 8

43. 1
1. 7

2. 3

22. 2
L l
3. 9
9.0
13. 7

Tab�e 3 ( Continued)
Subsection VI (Continued)
Questions

·-

%

.Options

Do you 1nasturbate
more than. once a
fortnight?

Yes
No, adequate partner
No, frmn choice
Not.applicable

Re masturbation and
your children, have
you?

Told them not to masturbate
Not talked about masturbation
Talked about rr1asturbation in a
general way
Encouraged 1nasturbation
Not applicable

Do you enjoy the fact
that you can be selfreliant for sex?

25.0

36. 7

23 .. 9

l 2. 2
0.9

20. 3
l 7. 3

2. 8
· 56. 3
49. 1
25. 3
22. 2

Yes
No
Not applicable

Subsection VII: How the respondents ans\vered the questions pertaining
to orgasm

%

Options

Questions
Have you ever had
an orgasn1?

Yes
Unsure
No

88. 3

Does your partner
know when you have
an orgasrn?

Always
S0rneti1nes
Never
Not applicable

51.
33.
2.
1L

Do you fake an
orgasn1?

Yes
Sometimes
No
Not applicable

4. l

4. 5

5. 3

23. 9

5. 1

6. 4

Yes
Sometimes
No
Not applicable

Have you ever had
an orgasm by?

Visual stimulation
Einotional ci rcun1stances
Aural stimulation
Other
l and 2
1 and 3
2 and 3
Other combination
No

16. 1

67. 2
9.0

2.3

11. 1
I. 4

8.6
4. 7
2.0

-

1. 9
3. I

62. 9

How the respondents answered the partner oriented
questions

.Questions
Would you rank these
three methods of
sexual satisfaction.

-

-

64. 1

Do you experience
orgasm from a penis
in vagina only?

SubsectionVIII:
-------·
-

2
2
0
5

..

--

%

Options

·-

'
6 ranked this �f1rstJ
"
II
"
8. 6
I!
II
11
38. 3

l. Partner stimulating clitoris 47.

2. Masturbation
3. Penis in vagina

---------�---------··----·· ---·-.--..........-------·�: -·-'""'

___

..._.....

_.

-- --·--

__ ..... ...
;

..
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Table 3 ( Continued)
Subsection VIII (Continued)
Que st ions

r

When yo:ur partner sti1T1ulates your clitoris to
orgasm is that a pre'll ude
to vaginal penetration?

Do you d iscu ss with you r
sex partner your mutual
enjoyment?

%

Options

Yes
Usually
Sometin"les
Fe1nale partners
No
Not appli cable

36. 5
13. i

24:2
3. 9
7. 3
13. 1

Often
Sometimes
No
Not applicable

44.3

45.4
4.2
4.8

How old were you when
you first had inter
course with a male?

Range 6 - 41
Mean 17.87
Mode
18

How old were you when
you first had sex with a
female?

Range
Mean
Mod�

Do you find your sex
partner too rough?

4 - 41
18. 15
14

Yes
S01netimes
No
Not applicable

Do you agree with the
statement 'vaginas were
made for having babies
and male orgasms'?

Yes
Not sure
No

I 5. 1

10.0
73. 2

Do you have sexual
intercoursP,?

As often as you want it
Too often
Not enough
Not at all by choice
Not at all by circumstances

Do you ask your male
partner to stirnulate
your clitoris?

Yes
Sometimes
Do not need to
No
Not applicable

Do you feel embarrassed
asking this?

3. 3

29. 5
58. 2
6. 7

57. 7

6. 4

24.2
5. 0
4.8
28.4

24.6

22. 5
13. 7

9.0

14. 7

Yes
No
Not applicable

54. 1
29. 6

Subsection IX: How the respondents re plied when they were asked why
they did not complete the que stionna.ire.
Options

Question
If you did not complete
thi s questionnaire was
it because?

-

Does not contribute to knowledge
about wornen
Lack of time
Uncomfortable with subject

ilbject offensive

ther
ot appli cable (did answer)

%
1. 4

0.9
0.5
0.8
0.8

9 5. 5
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Table 4 gives the respondents' answers, in percentages td
the open-ended questions.

These results have been placed in

different categories, which were derived from the responses of
the women themselves.

It will be apparent t hat the categories

are not discrete, as many of the descriptions contain elements
of more than one category.

An arbitrary decision was made as

to how the responses should be classified; for example, if
'tingling' was rnentioned, the response we�t. into the 'tingle'
category, although the answer may go on to describe changes
to the 'whole body'.

The category 'superlatives' could almost

encompass all the responses; however this was used for those
responses which did not fall into the other more specific
categories.
Appendix VI holds a set of exemplary descriptions for
each category or orgasmic description.

Many of these des

criptions were very similar so not all have been included, as
they would only have be en repetitious.
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TABLE 4: · Results of Two Open-Ended Questions the Respondents
were asked in Study I (.cxpressec.l in percentages).

Subsection I:

How the respondents described their orgasms.

How d oes an orgasm feel?

Please describe briefly.

Natural imagery

7. 13

For example: Brilliant firelight, water'-fall, sometimes being the
centre of an expl oding flower, hibiscus, colours always
brilliant yellow, orange, and pink.
One word description
For example:

8. 21

Blissful
Waves

4. 18

For example: Like surging ori a wave, asce·nding slowly with exhila r
ation and a smooth arrival on the beach�

0.93

Mountains

For example: Like reaching the top of a mountain, rushing up to see
the view, and coasting down the other side.
Relief of tension
and release

11. 4 7

For example: A tremendous release preceding an all-pervading sensual
glow of warmth and relaxation.
Superlatives
For example:

15. 03

Bubbling up and boiling over and exploding into rapture.

2. 48

High feeling

For example: A very intense high feeling, resulting in a beautiful
drugged-like relaxation and feeling of well-being.
Partner oriented

1. 24

For example: A complete losing of one's self in an expression of com
plete ecstacy with one's partner.
Climax and convulsions

1. 86

For example: My body and brain seem to have a series of flashes and
convulsions - very, very pleasurable, followed by complete
relaxation.
Loss of consciousness
and contror-

3 . .....?I:;.

For example: Intense increasing flooding excitcrnent, culminating in
blacking out.
Varies
F�r example: 1v1ostly very g oocl f
hard work.

4. 49
sornetirnes elusive, occasionally

34.
Whole body
involvernent

7. 28

For example: Exquisite, pleasurable sensation engulfing. the whole
body from toes to scalp, a take over of delight.
Sncezelike

1. 08

For example: Like a pelvie sneeze.
Laughter

1. 24

For example: It is a welling up of feeling from my clitoris, which rolls
in both directions from the centre; it makes me laugh._
Explosion

5. 58

For example: A gigantic explosion inside my body, no other feeling
similar.
Happiness

5. 58

F or example: A feeling out of this world, a moment of total happiness -

wow.

Tingling

2.48

For example: Tantalizing tingle triggering the emotional and physical
explosion of fulfilment.
Physiological
descriptions

2.94

For example: I feel as though all the tension just breaks in a really
delicious way and flows away, then rny vagina squeezes
together 4-5 times, my body gets sweaty, especially behind
the knees.
Masturbation better

1. 08

For example: Great when masturbating; not so hot when having sex.
lv1ention of pain
For example:

1. 86

Tension followed by 1narvellous· relaxation - sweet pain.
Inclesc ribabl e

2.94

For example: I find it near impossible to describe: intensity of feeling,
beautiful, heavenly highest of highest - those are inadequate.
How do you tell a child what chocolate tastes like.?
Unusual imagery

1. 39

For example: Like a balloon blowing up to bursting point, bursting
amid a shower of stars - great relief.
Unclassifiable

0.62

For example: On the best occasions, Ernest Hemingway was right.
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Subsection II:

The detailed warnings given to the 8. 7% of
respondents who were told of the unpleasant
consequences resultin g frorn masturbation.·

Question

Options

%

Describe these
consequences

Madness
Eternal damnation
Ruin later sex 1 ife
Unhygienic, dirty and nasty
Damage yourself
Blindness and stunted growth
Vague obscure warnings
Anti- social
Parental dis pleasure '
Get wor rns
Read warnings in Dutch medical book

2 .. 94
1. 55
0.93
1. 70
L 55

0.93
1. 55
0. 62
2. 17

o.

15

0. 15

I
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Table 5 gives the significant results found when chi-square was
computed between the demographic data and other variables.

It also

gives the significant relationship found when radical femif1:ists an<l non
radical feminists were compared across the other variables.

All

these results were significantly related at the p <.001 level.

See

Ap pendix VII for the chi-square results .expressed in cross
tabulations.
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TABLE 5:. Significant Chi-square Results (p<QOl) of Further
Analysis of the Data in S,t udy I.
Subsectiori I: Question on which respondents significantly differe1
according to age groups:
Have you ever masturbated?
Subsection II: Question on w hich respondents significantly differed
according to their religious affiliation:
Do you fantasize about sex?
Subsection III: Questions on which respondents significantly differed
according to their educational qualifications:
Have you ever masturbated?
Did your parents tell_you not to masturbate?
Do you masturbate more than once a fortnight?
Subsection IV :

Quesion on which respondents significantly differed
according to the sexual label they gave themselves:

Is your sexual activity at the mornent restricted to one partner?
Subsection V:

Question on which respondents significantly differed
according to w·hether they exp erienced an orgasm from
a penis in their vagina:

Have you ever masturbated?
Subsection VI:

Questions on which the respondent's feminist
orientation was a significant variable:

Age
Religion
Are you a practising member of the church?
Have you ever masturbated?
Do you masturbate regularly?
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3. 2

RESULTS OF STUDY II: THE HAMILTON EAST SAMPLE

Table 6 gives the respondents' answers to the questions asked
in the questionnaire for Study II.
centage s.

These results are shown in per-

Fifty of the questions presented forced choice options,

while nine were open-ended.

These results are divided into

various subsections, which group the questions into different
areas.

3q
TABLE 6:

Results of the Questions the Respondent"s were asked
.in Study II (N = 70)

Subsection I: How the respondents answered the questions. on their
feminist orientation.

-

'

Questions

D o you describe yourself as a feminist?

�

Options

%

Yes
No

48. 6
51. 4

Yes
Do you belong to any
en's
organisations?
No
wom

27. 1
71. 4

Names of these
organisations?

If you have been mar ried, do you use your
husband's surname?
Do you call yourself?

Would you consider
New Zealand a
sexist society?
Subsection

HOW/WEL/SOS
Church group
La Leche
Spinners and Weavers
Toastmistress and FUW
Country women
Sports group
.•
More than one
Not appli cable
Yes
S01netirnes
No
Not applicable

8.6

2. 9

1. 4
1. 4
2. 9
1. 4
2. 9

5 .. 7
9

72.

67. 1
5. 7

4. 3

22. 9

Ms
Mrs
·Miss
No title

27. I

Yes
No
Don't know

52. 9

54. 3
12. 9

5. 7

25.4
21. 4

I
•.

II: How respondents answered the question about menopause.

Question
Are you?

Options
Pre-menopausal
Experiencing menopause
Post-menopausal

%
88. 1
5. 5

4.2

Subsection III: How respondents labelled themselves sexually.
Options

-----·--·------

Heterosexual
Bi- sexual
Lesbian
Virgin

%
78. 6
11. 4

1. 4
7. 1
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Table 6 ( Continued)
Subsection IV: How respondents answered the questions on their
sexual activity.
Questions
Do you have sex rnost
frequently with?

Options

5. 7
80.0
4. 3
1. 4
8.6

Yourself
Male partner
Fe1nale partner
Other
Not applicable

64. 3
22�9
11. 4

Is your sexual activity Yes
restricted at the
No
moment to one partner? Not applicable
Subsection V:

Whether the respondents fantasized about sex, under
what conditions and what type of fantasy.

Questions

%

Options,

Do you fantasize
about sex?

Regularly
Occasionally
Not at all

Under what conditions
do you fantasize?

Reading
.
Dreams
Day-dreaming
Masturbation
Lonely, no partner, depressed
Boredom
When attracted to another person
Any time
Not applicable

Would you describe
your rnost comn1on
sexual fantasy?

· Subsection VI:

Bi-sexuality
Intercourse outside
Sex with a wornan
Sex with a group of women
Sex with a group of men
Excelling love-makingExhibitionist
Masochistic
Varied
Not applicable

11. 4
40.0

How the respondents answered the questions about
masturbation.

Have you ever
masturbated?
When you n-1asturbate
do you have an
orgasm?

%

Options

Questions

---·

10.0
48.6
40.0
2. 9
1 7. l
5. 7
7. l
5. 7
2.9
2.9
11. 4
40.0 .
4. 3
2. 9
1 7. 1
5. 7
7. 1
5. 7
2.9
2.9

70.0
27. - I

Yes

No

42.9
7. 1

Yes
Usually
Sornetirnes
Rarely

No
Not applicabl c

14. 3

-

5. 7
2.9
___.1_ 22.9

I
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Table 6 ( Continued)

Subsection

yr

(Continued)

Questions

Options

Do/did you enjoy
masturbation?

Do you prefer to n1a s
turbate rather than
have sexual activity
with a partner?

Was masturbation dis
cussed with you as a
child by your parents
or guardians?
Did they advise you?

Were you warned of
unpleasant consequen
ces tha t c oul d r e sult
fron1 masturbation?

When you masturbate
do you usualiy?

!

50.0
18: 6
2.9
24. 3
15. 7
60.0
20.0

Yes
No
Not applicable

15.7
78.6
2.9

Not t o masturbate
To masturbate
Did not d iscuss masturbation

10.0
84. 3

Yes
No
Not applicable

8. 6
45.7
42.9

Not talked about rnasturbation
Talked about masturbation in a
general way
Encouraged them to masturbate
Not applicable

Concerning masturba
tion and your children,
have you?

%

Yes
S01netimes
No
Not applicable

Insanity
Dirty/prostitute behaviour
Not applicable

Describe these
warnings

How often do you
masturbate?

Yes
Sornetimes
No
Not applicable

I

Use fingers to stimulate clitoris
Stimulate vagina and clitoris
together
Stimulate vagina only
Other
Combination of above
Not applicable

Very seld om/rarely
I 3 - 5 times a week
1 - 2 times a week
1 - 2 times a month
1 - 2 times in 6 months
1 - 2 times a year
Only as a child
I Never
Not applicable

1. 4

1. 4

7. l

·-

1. 4

88.6
20.0
3 5. 7
2. 9
40.0
38. 6

12. 9

1. 4

2. 9
5. 7
28.6

20.0
5. 7
l 7. 1
7. 1
1. 4

7. 1
2. 9
2. 9
3 5.7

-
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Table 6 ( Continued)
Subsection 'vJI: How respondents answered the questions pertaining
t o orgas1n.
Questions
Have you ever had
an orgasm?
Does your partner
know when you have
an orgasm?
Do you tell him or her
if you orgasm or not?
Does he or she care
if you orgasm?
Have you ever faked
and orgasm?
Explain why you have
faked an orgasm

Have you ever had
an orgasm by?

.

Options

%

Yes
Not sure
No

8 5. 7
5. 7
7.1

Always
S0meti1nes
Never
Not applicable

52. 9
30.0

4. 3

10.0

Yes
No
Not applicable

52. 9
24.3
1 7. l

Yes
No
Not applicable

7 7. 1
lo. 0
11. 4

Yes
Sometimes
No
Not applicable

32.9
4. 3

52. 9

8.6

To please partner
When tired to get it over with
Tense
Stop being hassled
Disinterested
No orgasm for 12 years
Not applicable

24. 3
7. 1
1..4
2. 9
L4
1. 4

60.0

Visual stim ulation
Emotional circurnstances
Aural stimulation
Other non-physical
1 and 2
1 and 3
2 and 3
Other combination
No

5. 7 · 1
8. 6
1. 4

,1

4.3

2. 9
1. 4
4.3
4. 3

I

I

64. 3

Subsection VIII: How the respondents answered the partner oriented
questions.
Questions
L
Would you rank these
2.
three methods of
3.
sexual satisfaction
-·-How old were you when
you first had inter
course with a rnalc?
How old were you whc:r
y�u f i �' had sex with
_ _ : : ...
j
a f.en1d.lc
:
J..

Options

!

%

Partner stimulating clitoris 35. 7 ranked this first
ti
II
II
Masturbation
7. 2
II
"
ti
Penis in vagina
30. 0

Range
12 - 35
Mean
18.0G
Mode
16
----·----------------1�-------------.i

3 - 36
R.angc
21. 41
Mean
Mocle
..
birnodal
I 7 -and
·---·-·----·---·
-- 36
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Table 6 ( Continued}

Subsection .VIII (Continued}
Questions

Options

Do you find your sex
partner too rough?
How often do you
have sex?

%

Yes
Somctirnes
No
Not applicable

4. 3
24.'3
61. 4
8.6

2 a day
1 a day
3 - 5 a week
1 - 2 a week
Don't know
Frequently
It does not worry �e
All the time
Not at all

2. 9
10.0
1 7. 1
20.0
1.4
1 o. 0
10.0
1.4

I

As often as you want it
57. 1
Too often
2. 9
Not enough
25. 7
Not at all, by choice
.10.0
Not at all, because of circumstances l. 4

How often would you
like to have sex?

1. 4

Do you experience
Yes
orgas1n as a result of
Sometimes
a penis in vagina only?' No
I
Not a ppl i cable

12. 9
10.0
64. 3
10. 0
44.3
34.3
10.0
8.6

Do you orgasm during I Yes
intercourse?
Sometimes
No
Not applicable
Do you enjoy
intercourse?

I

Do you ask your male
partner to stimulate
your clitoris?

I

Do you feel c1nbar
rassed asking thi s?

Yes
Sornetirne s
No
Not applicable

67.
18.
2.
8 ..

Yes
Sometimes
No·
Don't need to
Not applicable

1
6
9
4

•.

24.3
1 7. 1
1 o. 0
3 7. 1

8.6

Yes
Smnetimes
No
Not applicable

7.
8.
38.
41.

l
6
6
4

Subsection IX: How the respondents answered the questions on oral
sex
Options

Questions
Does your partner
practise cunnilingus?

·-

-

Yes
So1netime s
No
Not appli cable

%

-

3 7. 1
30.0
21.4
l·--0. 0

-
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Tabfe 6 ( Continued)
Subsection IX (Continued)
Qu,e st ions

Options

If 'No', why not?

If I Yes' do you enjoy
this?

Do you practise
fellatio with yol,lr
1nale partner?

%

I

Does not appeal
4. 3
Offensive
2. 9
Not interested
2. 9
Don't want to
2. 9
Relationship not that deep
1. 4
Inhibited
1. 4
Never thought ot it
2.9
No need to get satisfaction that way 1. 4
Not applicable
72.9

Yes
S01netimes
No
Not applicable

32. 9
2 7. 1
4. 3

30.0

Yes
Sometimes
. .
No
Not a ppl icable

25. 7

30.0
30.0

12. 9

If 'N:J t, why not?

Does not appeal
4. 3
Offensive/repulsive
11. 4
Not interested
2. 9
Extreme reluctance
4. 3
Does not turn rne on
2.9
Inhibited
4. 3
Never thought of it
1. 4
No need to get satisfaction that way 1. 4
Not applicable
61. 4

If 'Yes', do you
enjoy this?

Yes
Soznetimes
No
Not applicable

Do you have oral sex
with your female
partner?

Yes
Sometimes
No·
Not applicable

2.9
84. 3

If 'No', why not?

Had not thought of it
Not applicable

92.9

22.9

22.9
11. 4
3 7. l
8. 6

2.9
2.8

Yes
7. 1
Sometimes
4. 3
84. 3
Not applicable
--------------------=....;o'----------------·
-------"
If 'Yes', do you
enjoy this?

Subsection X:

The percentage· of radical feminists and non-feminists
computed in the sa1T1e way as for Study I.
Not a feminist
Ra.di cal fernini sts

94.3
5. 7

4 5.

Table 7 gives the respondents '" answers, i n percentages, to
the open-e)'.lded questions tHow does an orgasm feel?

Please des

cribe briefly' (see Study l's results for a description of how they
were categorised).

Although all the responses were not included

here, the type of response is adequately illustrated in the following
table, as many of their answers were almost identical and there
fore re petitive �
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TABLE 7: Results of an O pen-Ended Question the Respondents were
· asked in Study II (N = 79) (expressed in percentages).

Subsection I:

How the respondents described their orgasrns

For example: Exciting

One word
descrTjilions

14. 28

Waves

1. 42

For example: Riding the erest of a wav�
Reli.ef of tension
and release

1 o. 0

For example: Total release, tensions and emotions are completely
released - warm weightlessness, intense pleasure.
A tension release, actual moments of orgas1n are rather like
blacking out; before and after the peak I am tense, but then
relaxation.

For example:

Superlatives

Eclipse of ecstasy.

10.0

The most wonderful experience in the world..
Partner
oriented

1. 42

Loss of
c ems ciousne f s

1. 42

Varies

4.28

Whole body
invol vernent

8. 57

For example: Great pleasure for both partners

For example: Like a hot charge - screams from my clitoris to my ·
vagina which is contracting furiously, then straight to my head.
Oblivion usually happens after I climax.
For example: Sometimes better than other times; it feels like life's
O.K. for a few moments.

For example: A total fulfilment of the whole body.

Intense pleasure spasms of the whole body, then dryness in
the mouth.

Physical and emotional ecstasy taking over the whole body complete fulfilment of sex.
\
Explosion

For example: Explosion of all over wonder.

5. 71

A feeling of c01nplete and utter ecstasy - a tremendous surge
of breath-taking pleasure which gets stronger and stronger
and then WOW - I explode.

4 7 •.

Tingling

4. 28

For example: Build up of tingly sensation followed by waves of
di�inishing tingling, followed by satisfactory relaxation.
Mounting tension followed by spasms and tingling s preadin'g
all over the body.
Physiological
descriptions

5. 71

Fo r example: Total surrender to physical pleasure; my body is subjected
to waves of amazing sensuality arid feel as though I'1n in a vacuum movements and noise totally uncontrollable and I never· want it to
end.
Like blood rushing to you head - a dizzy feeling.
High feeling

1. 42

For example: A natural high.
Inde SC r ibable
For example:

5. 71

Fantastic but I'm no good at describing it.
Unusual imagery

1. 42

For example: As if every muscle and blood vessel has reached its peak
of tension and then I float on the electricity.
Peace and
warmth

5. 71

For example: Intensely exciting inner sensation followed by feeling of
peace and relaxation.
Delicious unbearable pleasure then feeling of warmth
well being.
Unclassifiable
For example:

Sticky mess.

1. 42

and
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CHAPTER

FOUR

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS OF STUDY I
AND STUDY II

4. 1

DEMOGRAPHIC DATA
The demographic data from Study I indicated that the sample

was n ot representative of the general po-pulation.
more highly qualified,
South Island.

The women were

Pakeha, professional and lived mainly in the

This bias, as well as the bias produced by the respon-

dents' participation in the United Women� s Convention, prompted the
second study fro�n the Hamilton East electoral roll 197 5.
'

.

Nevertheless the comparative data between the two studies were
very sLnilar.

The mean age 9f of subjects differed only slightly, with

older women in Study II, although the upper end of the range did
show older women responding in Study I ( 14 - 81 years, 15 - 74 years.
respectively).
In both groups over half (57. 1 %) were married, which is lower
than the 1976 census figures of 65. 2 per cent (see Appendix VIII for··
1 9 7 6 c en su s figures) .

The preliminary demographic data for Study II

(see Appendix I� showed that over three-quarters (76. 9%) were married,
which is higher than the census figures.

Whe.n the completed quest ion-

naire was returned the percentage had dropped to 57. 1 per cent.

The

reasons given by the 18 per cent for not completing the questionnaire
were that it did not increase knowledge about women, that they did not
have time to complete the questionnaire, and that they were uncomfor
table with the subject matter.
The small percentage ( 16. 1%) of single women rose from the
preliminary questionnaire to 17. 1 per cent in Study II' s completed
questionnaire.

Both studies had almost the sarn;:� percentage of
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single wornen. It would have been expected that more of Study 1
would be women-oriented women, and in lesbian relationships, than
those women picked at random from the Hamilton suburbs, but this
was not the case.(Although small groups in both surveys,

3. 6 per

cent of the women in Study I had a partner of the san1e sex compared
with 5. 7 per cent in Study II. )

One of.the major criticisms of the

wo1nen's movement has been the implied lesbian infl uence.

It would

thus appear a logical extension of feminisrn, as represented by women
who attend conferences, that they would be women oriented women,
sexually as well as socially.

However, these results do not support
' .

these ideas.

Over 90 per cent in both studies were Pakeha.

This was an

unexpected result given Hamilton's fairly high Maori population.

No

effort was made to include women from the Western Maori roll, lead
ing to an error in sampling method.
Fewer of the women from Study I belonged to a religious group
than the respondents in Study II.

However, more of the women in

Study I were practising members of the church.

Perhaps the women

in Hamilton were not prepared to relinguish their, tacit alliance with
the church, although freely .admitting their no�-involvement, while
the United Convention women were more likely to be active members
of anything they belonged to, as evidenced by their involvement in
the Convention.
The women in both studies were highly educated (3<;. 9 % in
Study I and 21. 4% in Study II having a degree), which is a great deal
higher than the 197 6 census figures of just over one per cent ( 1. 3 % ) •
The fact that the Hamilton East sample is so highly qualified may be
accounted for by the university being in Hamilton East, but that should
not have had such a n1arked effect.

Perhaps the obvious and only

conclusion to be drawn frorn this is that better educated worncn are
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interested and aware of wornen 1 s issues and therefore 1nore prepared
A quarter of the Hamilton East

to respond to such a questionnaire.

sample had no educational qualifications, while only a sm�ll group
(8. 3

%)

had none from Study I.

However, when the

1976

census

figures were compared, nearly three-quarters of the women of New
Zealand had no educational qualifications.

There was a wider range

of educational qualifications in the random sample, which perhaps
points to the homogeneity of the women who attended the Convention.
The results were again similar when occupations were investigated.

In both studies nearly a q uarter of the respondents were

housewives.
( 27. 3

%)

Professional women accounted for over a quarter

of Study I and one-fifth ( 20

%)

of Study II, which seems very

high considering the lack of women in the professions.
managerial option was added to these figures,

Vlhen the

28. 7 per ce�t of Study .I

and a high 41. 4 per cent of Study II fell into this combined category.
This result probably represents a response bias, indicating that
wornen in business and the professions are more likely to be open to'
a questionnaire on sexuality than w01nen in lo1vver status occupations.
Only

19.

census:

4 per cent of women came into this category in the

1976

again reflecting the higher educational level of these samples.

The percentage of wornen who were experiencing the 1nenopause
or who were post-menopausal was lower in Study I than in Study II

(9.

7% compared with 18_. 5%).

This could be accounted for by the

fact that there ;,.vere more older wornen in the randorn sarnple.
question did not add to the information which was relevant to the
survey and should not have been included.
The samples, alt hough similar, were not representative of the
general population.

This is clear in the comparisons of the derno-

graphic data with the

1976

census data.

The fact that the sample frorn
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Hamilton East consisted of seventy· wo1nen only, must also be borne
in mind when assessing the results.

The percentages quoted only

re pre sent a few women in the co1nmunity.

4. 2

FEMINIST ORIENTATION
Nearly three-quarters of the women who attended the United

Wo1nen r s Convention called the1nselves feminists.

It could have been

predicted that a higher percentage of those women would have answered
'yes' to this question.

It is generally a�surned that women who attend

women's conventions are of necessity femi�ists.

The Concise Oxford

Dictionary defines feminism as:
'advocacy, extended recognition of the claims of
women.'
(1967, p. 445)
which would probably accurately describe the majority of those women.
However, over a quarter chose not to label themselves as feminists.
It can be speculated that this would be because of the connotations o;
the word, rather than the actual meaning.

The word 'feminist' has

been used in a derogat ory sense, mainly implying extreme radical
views.

It would appear likely that women who attended a United

Women's Convention would believe that women were equal to men.
Other questions were asked to establish the feminist orientation
of the sample, as respondents could answer 'yes' to the previous
question, but by their attitudes and behaviour, not display feminist
attributes.

\
\

When the respondents answers were analysed as described in
Chapter Two of this report, nearly half (45. 7%) of Study I fell into the
catego�y of radical feminist.

This percentage was a great deal

smaller than the three-quarters (74. l %) who actually called themselves
feminists, which vindicated the extra questions that were asked to
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distinguish this group.

Perhaps as previously speculated, a different

interpretation of the word feminist would account for this. discrepancy.
A much srnaller number of women in Study II than Study I called
themselves feminists; just under half (48. 6%).

When the radical

feminist variable was calculated, only four respondents were so described.

This may suggest that radical _feminists are a small minority

of the population, but the sample was too small to draw any conclusions
about this.
The Study I sample was not representative of the women of New
Zeal and, by virtue of the fact that they attended the United Wo;nen' s
Convention.

This fact should also be borne in mind when looking at

the results of this survey.
Because the actual number of radical feminis_ts \Vas so small in
Study II (four respondents), no further analysis of the data was possible
with this sample; thus the following discussion on radical and non
radical feminists deals only with the results from Study I.
The distinction between radical feminists and non-radical
feminists, is one of convenience only.

A clearer and perhaps rnore

accurate description would be between feminists and non-feminists, as
the scale only purports to measure the respon_dent' s feminist orientaHowever, as there were responde.uts who would consider and

tion.

label themselves feminists, who would not be labelled so by the devised
method of differentiation, the radical and non-radical nomenclature was
used to describe the difference.
Age. was a significant variable, with more younger women in the
radical feminist group.

This result may be affected by the question

which asked whether respondents used their husband's surname or not.
Keeping one's surname was not a major issue in the 19 50' s or earlier,
and this rnay well have excluded some of those older, possibly radical
wo:tr1en.

To a lesser extent the question asking which title respondents
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preferred was not applicable two decades ago.

However, n1any worncn

have changed to Ms and changed their surnames, so poss.ibly this is a
useful measure of latter-day radical feminism.
A significant difference between these two groups was recorded
in the 'religion' variable.

Approximately half of each group stated

they had no religion, but the more radical answered 'other' to this
question, with 'womanspirit' and 'The Great Goddess' as written in
answers.

As to be expected with the answers to the previous question,

there was a significant difference between practising and non
practising members of a church, with the radicals not being involved
'

in religious observances.

.

The only variable specifically relating to sex which showed a
significant difference in results from radical and non-radical feminists, was masturbation.

More radical feminists had masturbated than

non-radical ieminists and they also �1asturbated more regularly.

This

is possibly because part of the feminist philosophy is to know one's own
body and to explore it freely.

4. 3

SEXUAL ORIENTATION
A larger group of Study I {82. 5%) labelled themselves hetero

sexual, compared w ith another large percentage in Study II (78. 6%).
This was an unexpected result as it could be assurned that 1nore
feminist women 1night chose alternative forms of sexuality.

This

result may be explained by the fact that in Study I the forced choices·
were, 'heterosexual, bi-sexual or lesbian', whereas in Study II another
two choices were given, 'virgin and asexual'.

No respondent chose

the latter, but a small group of six women labelled themselves virgins.
Two of. these worn en had no sexual experience at all, not even masturba
tion;

no women in Study I were in this situation.
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The, bi-sexual percentages were very similar ( 10. 9 % in Study I
and 11. 4 % in Study II).

Previous r·esearch (Blurnstein and Schwartz,

1977) found that people would label thernselves bi-sexual without any
homosexual experienc e.

This was true of one woman in Study II who

stated that she intended to have sexual relationships with women, but
that the opportunity had not yet presented itself.
Very few of the women sampled labelled themselves lesbians
( 5. 6% of Study I and 1. 4% in Study II).

These results do not support

the theory that feminists are of necessity lesbians.

It is possible that

because,
'the general populace still regard·s homosexuality
with hostility and fear'
(Laws and Schwartz, 1977, p. 135)
some lesbians still feel averse to disclosing their s�xuality, even in
an anonymous questionnaire.
In both studies the majority of the women had one sexual partner
which tends to negate the concept of the ,promiscuous society.
Over three-quarters {77. 4%) of Study I had sex most frequently
with a male partner, with a higher percentage {60%) choosing a male in
Study II.

These results are unexpected in lieu of the percentages of

respondents who labelled themselves
heterosexual; with fewer hetero.
,.

sexual women in Study I having sex most frequently with a male partner
and more than the heterosexual percentage in Study II.

Perhaps in

Study I some of these women 1nasturbate rnore than having sex with a
partner and in Study II perhaps it is the bi-sexual women .who expand·
these figures.

A very similar small percentage in each study ( 4. 8 %

in Study I and 4. 3 % in Study II) had sex most frequently with a female
partner.

This was as expected, a srnallcr percentage than the group

who called thernsclves lesbians, as the bi-sexual option would include
some of the sc wornen.

A higher percentage in Study I than in Stu�y II

had sex most frequently with themselves (12.5 % and 5. 7% respectively}.
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These figures are smaller than the.percentages of respondents who did
not ha.ve a formal partner, suggesting that wornen are haying sex with
other people even when they are not living with thern, which is a11
Perhaps the most unusual result for this question

expected result.

was the woman in Study I who said she had sex most frequently with
her cat.

Kinsey et al. ( 1953) found that only twenty-five of their

sample of over five thousand women, had had an orgas1n frorri an
animal contact.

These animals were either a dog or a cat.

The

frequency of these contacts had been low; only once for. twelve of these
women, but a further six had sex frequently with anin1als.

In view of

these findings, it is not so surprising that at least one of the present
research's respondents, had sex most frequently with an anin1al.
A significant {p

<· 001) relationship was founq in Study I between

the sexual label the women gave themselves and how many sexual partners they had.

Over three-quarter.s (79. 4%) of the heterosexuals

were monogamous.

Over half ( 52.8%} of the lesbians and just under

half (47. 8%) of the bi-sexual women, limited themselves to one sexual
partner.

It would see1n that the more the res pendents varied in their

sex partner choice, the more partners they were likely to have •
Laws and Schwartz {1977} commented on the subject oi \vomen
having more than one sexual partner:
'n1ost w01nen will have a series of partners.
Even those who follow the standard sexual script
may find themselves divorced or widowed, and
may practise serial monogamy •.. Single wmnen
are virtually sure to have a series of sexual
partners.
This will be true for heterosexual,
lesbian and bi-sexual women.'
(1977, p. 61)
The data from the present study, however, does not support such a
wide generalisation, although it does suggest the possibility of serial
monogarny.
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4. 4

FAN 'fASY
The question 'do you fantasize about sex?' produced a major

differ enc e i ri the r es ponses, with th re e - quar t e rs { 7 4. 5 % ) 9 f Study l
answering 'yes' or' sometimes' which is much higher than the 58. 6
per cent who answered 'regularly' or 'occasionally' in Study II.
Hariton {1973) gave one hundred and forty one wornen, whose
ages ranged from twenty-five to fifty, a questionnaire on sexual fantasy.
!
She found that 65 per cent of her sample fantasized during intercourse,

28 per cent had occasional thoughts during intercourse which could be
labelled fantasy, while only seven per cent had never had any fantasy.
' .

In Study I 20. 3 per cent did not fantasize while. in Study II, 40 per cent
did not , which is higher than Hariton's figures.

Hariton (1973) cites

Freud as saying that, 'happy people never make fantasies, only unsatis
fied ones cl o' .

On the other hand Chetwynd (19 77) says that the major _it y

of wo1nen who came to her with sexual problerns never fantasized about
sex (personal communication, 1977). Other contemporary therapists,
however, seem to agree with Freud.

Hariton (1973) states:

tTheir clinical reports describe sexual fantasies
or day-dreams as tortuous efforts to satisfy other
needs through sex, as expressions of penis fear,
as devices ernployed by women to put some psycho
logical distance between themselves .and their
partners, and as mechanisms to deny responsibility
for performing sex acts that otherwise would lead
to intolerable guilt.'
In Study II the respondents were asked under what conditions
they fantasized about sex.

The largest group fantasized in their

dreams, with the next largest group fantasizing 'any time'.
few respondents fantasized while masturbating.

Only a

Kinsey et al. ( 1953)

found that 50 per cent of their sample almost always fantasized about
sex when day-dreaming, feeling lonely or depressed, possibly using
fantasy as an escape from reality.

Another very small group ( 2. 8 % )
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fantasized when they were bored or whc-�n they were reading.
The most conunon sexual fantasy was of homosexuality.

Other

frequent responses were: excelling heterosexual love-1naking, sex
with a group of wo1nen, sex with a group of rnen, bi-sexuality,
intercourse outside, exhibitionis1n and 1nasochisrn ..

The idea that

many women have fantasies of being raped or over-powered (Morgan,
1977;

Barbach, 1975), is not borne out by this study.

The only hint

of this is t hat one woman answered 'masochistic' when asked to des
cribe her most co1rnnon fantasy, without any detail as to the form this
masochism would take.
When further analysis was .undertaken in Study I there was one
question which was significantly related to the question of fantasy
(p<oo1}.

This was the religious affiliation of the respondents.

Those who claimed no religious adherence or an adherence to other
than the traditional religions, fantasized more than t hose who claimed
adherence to Roman Catholicism or Protestantism.

It may b e specu-

lated that the taught relationship between sex and sinfulness may be a
factor in these results.

However, many may fantasize simply

because they enjoy the experience.

Kinsey et al. ( 19 53) found that

a large proportion of their respondents had hon�osexual fantasies.
This i s interesting in that the highest percentage of Study II' s types
of fantasies, were also homosexual.

Whether the rebirth of fe1ninism

has anything to do with this cannot be assessed and seem's unlikely in
lieu of the time Kinsey et aL conducted their survey.

Perhaps it is

the forbidden fruit aspect of lesbianism which ff1a.kes it an\ attractive
fantasy.

Unfortunately this question was not asked in Study I, so no

comparisons can be m ade betwe en the two different New Zealand
sarr1ple �.
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4. 5

MAS1'URI3A TION
More of the respondents in Study I (84. 6%) masturbated than in

Study II {70%).

These figures are both higher than Kinsqy ct al: 's

(1953) figures of 62 per cent who masturbated.

As previously men

tioned, these figures could probably be more accurately described
as the percentages of women who admitted to masturbation, particularly
in Kinsey et al. 's study.

If seen in these terms, it is not surprising

that the highest percentage is from Study I, as women at a United
Women's Convention who are aware of women's issues could be
expected to feel more at ease about their bodies and about masturba
tion.
When further analysis was undertaken, age proved to have a
significant relationship { p 0001) with rnasturbation- in Study I.

A

large majority (83. 8% - 90%} of the women in the age ran�e fourteen.
to fifty masturbated, while the percentage of those who masturbated
dropped for won1en over fifty years.

This is an expected relationship�

as the 'perils 1 of masturbation were more widely disseminated at a
time when these older women would be at an impressionable age.
Educational qualifications in Study I were also significantly
related (p <· 00 l) to masturbation: the better .educated the women
were, the higher was the percentage who rr1asturbated.

It could be

speculated that more education gives people confidence to follow their
own desires and to have fewer 'hang-ups', or that it 1nakes the1n
more likely to verbalise and admit to these practices.
Hite (1976) found that 82 per cent of her sample masturbated,
which is a lower percentage than that of Study I, although higher than
Study II.

It appears frorn this re search, as well as fro1n previouE

studies that most women rr1asturbate.

Kins ey et al. said,
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·, The techniques af rnasturbation usually offer
the female the most specific and quickest
n1eans for achieving orgasrn. 1
(1953, p. 132)
Most won1cn who masturbate also experience an orgasm fron1
this activity: only four per cent of Kinsey et al. 's (1953) 62 per cent
who masturbate, did not experience an orgasm.

Masters and Johnson

(1966) found that women could orgasm more quickly, easily and with a
greater intensity through masturbation than through intercourse.
De Martino (1974) found in his sam ple of intelligent women that 82 per
cent orgasmed from masturbation.

As· already mentioned

the late st

treatment for sexually dysfunctional women is to teach and encourage
them to masturbate, as the likelihood of an orgasm taking place is
extremely high (Lovitz and Lo Piccolo, 1972;

Barbach, 1975), and

once women know how to satisfy thernsel ves they are in a much better
position to be able to maximise the sexual encounter with a: partner.
A higher percentage of women in Study I orgasrned from masturbation (49%) than did in Study II (42.9%).

This difference is more

pronounced when the option 'usually' is combined with the 'yes' answer.
{ 61 % for Study I and 50 % for Study II}.

Presumably, almost half of

the respondents in both samples who masturbate, find the experience
pleasurable enough without achieving orgasm, although research has
shown that women who are aroused do feel the need to orgasm (:Eite,
19 7 6).
A slightly higher proportion of women in Study I say they enjoy
masturbation, than did in Study II {55. 2% and 50% respectively).

This

seems a likely result in lieu of the percentages of wornen who orgasm
from this activity.
In Study I the question was asked, 'Do you e�joy the fact that you
can be self-reliant for sex?', and nearly half (49. 1 %) answered 'yes' to
this.

It: '\Vas felt that this question might have been difficult to under-

stand and also that it: had the bia.sed. assurnption that wo:nen should feel
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they were self-reliant.
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changed in Study II to, 'Do you prefer to masturbate rather than have
sexual activity with a partner?'.

Only one respondent said 'yes,',

with a further group { 15. 7%) saying' sometimes', while a resounding
number {60%) said 'no'.

It appears that although a large percentage

of respondents in both studies masturba�e, it does not take the place
of the ple�sure of shared sexual experience for a large number of them.
The questions on parents' or guardians' ad1nonishrnents regarding masturbation we re altered for Study II.

In Study I the respondents

were asked v..·hether they were told not to masturbate; nearly a quarter
(23. 9%) answered 'yes' while ·two-thirds (63. 83%) answered 'no'.

In

Study II this question was developed to ask, ( 1) was masturbation discussed?

(2) how did your parents advise you? aqd (3) were you

encouraged to masturbate?

Over three-quarters (78. 6%) of the women

of Study II d id not discuss masturbati.on with their parents or guardians,
with only a small group ( 15. 7%) answering that it was discussed.

Only

one woman was told to masturbate, while seven were told not to.

It is

a comment on our sexual mores that although the majority of women do
masturbate, they do not encourage their children in this sphere.
When the relationships with other varia?les were computed, a sig
nificant relationship (p

<· 00 l) was found between the respondents'

educational qualifications and whether their parents had told them not
to n1as turbate.

It appears that the women who went on to higher

education rnay have had parents who comrnunicated with thern, both
n egatively and positively, about masturbation.
In both studies a very low percentage were actually warned of
the 'unpleasant' consequences of masturbation (8. 7% in St udy I and
8. 6% in Study II).

In Study I these warnings were rnany, and varied,

frorn n1adness and parental displeasure to blindness, stunted growth
and eternal d:unnation.

For Study II th(:rc \Vere only two responses
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to this question;

insanity and dirty prostitute-type behaviour.

The respondents' parents may have believed the cl.cl-fashioned
warnings that masturbation would cause madness.

Barbach ( 197?)

suggests a source for this belief.

'It appears that doct ors observed institutionalised
mental patients and found that they masturbated.,.
Bizarre as it may sound, those were the observa
tions that led to the conclusion that masturbation
was the cause of lunacy.'
(1975, p. 90)
The church had a great deal to do with the stigma attached to
masturbation, and St Paul \Vas amongst those who propagated the
belief that sex was for procreation, and any other form of it was sinful.

Masturbation was seen as a self-indulgence and became the cause

of a great deal of unnecessary guilt.

This belief generalised to many

non-religious people, and its continued credibility is surprising, given
that the majority of people do indulge in this activity {Kinsey et al.,
1953;

Masters and Johnson, 1966; Hite, 1976).
Only a very small percentage of respondents in both studies

(2. 8 % and 2. 9 % respectively) had encouraged masturbation in their
children, which illustrates that even in these 'enlightened' times,
parents. do not encourage their children to participate in an activity
that is an easy way to develop a sexual self-knowledge.
A negligible percentage (O. 9%) of Study I had forbidden their
children to masturbate, while no respondents in Study II had done this.
In both studies one-fifth of the respondents had not talked about mastur

bation at all to their children, while more in Study II had talked about

it in a general way ( 1 7. 3 % in Study I and 35. 7% in Study II).

While

all but one of the parents amongst the respondents were not prepared
to forbid masturbation, very few were prepared to encourage it.

This

unwillingness may well be linked to a general unwillingness to talk
about sex at all with one's children.

.,

'
b"'·

Othe·r possible explanations for the difference in these result s
between Study I and Study II is the age factor, which presupposes that
the olde·r women in Study II would al so have older children:.

In a<ldi tion,

the respondents in Study II tended to have fewer children than those in
Study I, and this, allied with the higher proportion of Study II' s res
pondents who are housewives, presumes a larger amount of t ime spent
with children to discuss such matters.
The most popular method the women in these studies used to
masturbate, was 1nanual stimulation of the clitoris.

The second most

favoured method was stimulation of the vagina and clitoris together.
The least favoured method was to stimulate .the vagina only.

These

results support previous research findings that the clitoris is the
w01nan' s area of sexual arousaL

Hite (1976) found that only five per

cent of her subjects masturbated using vaginal penetration.

Kinsey

et al. (1953) found that most of their subjects stimulated the clitoris
when masturbating, and very few used any form of deep vaginal
penetration.
In Study I the respondents were asked if they masturbated more
than once a fortnight, with a quarter indicating that they did.

Over

one-third (3 6. 7 % ) said they did not masturbate as often a-s this,
because they had an adequate partner, while nearly a quarter {23. 9%)
did not choose to masturbate as often.
When this variable was further ·analysed, educational qualifica
tions were found to have a significant relationship (p
frequency of :nasturbation for the '\Vomen of Study I.

<· 0� 1) with the
More educated

women admitted to 1nasturbating rnore often.
In Study II the women were asked to indicate the number of tirnes
they m asturbated.

Cne-fifth masturbated very seldom, a few (2. 9%)

answered that they never masturbated while another sr.nall group
masturbated once or twice a year.

Just under one-fifth ( 17. 1 %)
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. rnasturb atE;d once or twice a week, with a few respondents masturbating
from three to five tirnes a week.

As one would

appear to .be any norm of mastur batory rates.
(2. 9%) only masturbated as children;

e xpect,

there does not

A very srnall p e rcentage

perhaps this is because once they

were old enough to have a sex partner, they no longer felt the need to
masturbate.

4. 6

ORGASM
Over 85 p e r cent of the respondents in both studies had experienced

an orgasm (88. 3% and 85. 7% r espectively).
The descriptions of org�sms varied greatly in Study I;
ranged from the waxing lyrical of,

they

'brilliant firelight, water-fall,

sometimes being the centre of an exploding flower - hibiscus, colour·s
always brilliant, yellow, orange and pink', to 'words fail me'.

The

responses in Study II did not include the same range of answers

and

were less imaginative.

Perhaps the saddest response was from. one

woman who had never experienced an o rgasrn;

she wrote 'a sticky mess',

de scribing her male partner's ejaculation.
Vance and

v· agner' s ( 1976) su

bjects'

\vritten descriptions of male

and female orgasms, tally with the present research.

Many of their

respondents' accounts were almost identical with those of this study.
For exa1nple, Vance and Wagner's 'A complete relief of all tensions,
very powerful and filled with

e cstacy'

and Study

l's

'release of tension

and energy - a loss of control - a lovely sensation', illustrates the
similarity of the description of orgasms.
Over half (51. 2%) of the partners in Study l's respondents knew
when they had an orgasm, while not even a third ( 30
partners did.

%)

of Study II' s

In an equal and caring relationship it could be expected

that one's partner would know when an orgasm had been expe rienced..
Perhaps women arc shy about this loss of control.

It can be speculated
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that the few

(2% in Study I and 4. 3% in Study II) whose partners never

knew w�ether they had an orgasm may have transitory sex partners,
and are not in a relationship.
The fact that females do have orgasrns is a newly accepted con-

F reud 1 s ( 1901) promulgations on the subject.

cept, beginning with

A

more recent writer on sexuality said:
'The Achilles heel of the sexual revolution is
persistent ntale ignorance of the female orgasm'.
(Dell'olio,

1973, p. 124)

Women must accept some responsibility for this, as they know whether
they have an orgasm or not, and should let their partners know too.
,
Further information on orgasm was sol·icited in Study II.

The

respondents were asked if they told their partners when they had an
orgasm.
did not.

Over half

(52. 9%) did this, while nearly� quarter (24. 3%)

A further question asked whether their partners �ared if

they reached orgasm, with over thre·e-quarters
dents' partners caring about this.

(77. 1 %) of the respon-

The obvious conclusion to be drawn

from these results is that some of these women are having sexual
incidents with uncaring people, with the 10 per cent of the respondents
who said their partners did not care, falling into this category.
In Study

I the respondents were asked, JDo you fake an orgasrn?'

In Study II this question was changed to, 'Have you ever faked an orgasm? r
to elicit more comprehensive information.
women

(5. 3%) in Study I answered 'yes' to this, compared with nearly

a third in Study

II.

The different wording of the question could well

have accounted for this difference.
Study

Only a small number of

Nearly a quarter

(23. 9%) of

I sometimes faked an orgasm, while only a few respondents (4. 3%)

in Study II did this.
When this question was asked in Study I the reasons for these
r esults were only speculation;
_

thus in

Study II a further question was

incl udcd, asking the women to explain why they had faked an orgasm.
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Nearly a quarter (24. 3%) did this to pleat;eJheir partners, and amongst
the other reasons given were: to stop being hassled,
with,

to get it over

or being basically disinterested.
Tavris ( 1973) administered a questionnaire in the United States

to 20, 000 respondents.

She asked many general questions about

women's liberation, included in which was a question on whether or
not the women had ever faked an orgasm.

More than two-thirds had

done this and 16 per cent frequent ly faked an orgasm.
The reasons why women fake orgasms are n1anifold.

Sorne 1nen

put immense pressure on women to have· an orgasrn, as their prowess
as lovers is at stake if they do not.

Some 'women thus oblige men by

faking an orgasm {Rubin, 1976; Hubbard, 1976).

Many women still

do not accept that their sexual pleasure is as important as a man's
and many 3.re still influenced by the value Freud ( 190 1) put upon the
vaginal orgasm.
and/or frigid?

What woincn wants to be labelled sexualfy immatur·e
Masters and Johnson {1966) say that in our culture the

human female's orgasmic attainrnent never has achieved the undeniable
status afforded the male's ejaculation.
A very small per centage ( 6. 4 % ) of Study I experienced an orgasm
from a penis in their vagina only, while a further 12. 9 per cent did in
Study II.

When the 'sometimes' options were included the figures

became alm.ost identical;
for Study II.

22. 5 per cent for Study I and 22. 9 per cent

The figures for the women who do not experience an

orgasm from a penis in a vagina only are also very similar;
cent for Study I and 64. 3 per cent for Study II.

67. 2 per

Thus around two-thirds

of both sam.ples do not orgasm from a penis in vagina only.

The

vag·inal orgasm perpetuated by Freud ( 1901) has been seen as being
induced by the traditional method of intercourse, with the cost being
a lack of orgasm for the rnajority of women.

The reason that wornen

said they did experience an orgasrn from a penis in vagina only, was
explained by I<.ocdt ( 1970), who stated:
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·' Because of the 1 ack of knowledge of their own
anaton1y, sorne worncn accept the idea that an
orgasm felt during 1 n,)rn1al' intercourse was
vaginally caused.
This confusion is caused
by two factors. One, failing to locate the
centre of the orgasrn, ana two, a desire to fit
her experience to the male -defined idea of
sexual norrnalcy. '
(1970, p. 163)
Koedt (1970) goes on to say:
'there is only one area for sexual clirnax, al though
there are many areas for sexual arousal: that area
is the c1 itoris.
All orgasms are extension s fro 1n
Since the clitoris is not necessarily
this area.
stimulated sufficiently in the conventional sexual
positions, we are left 'frigid'. '
(1970, p. 118)
The figures from this study appear to bear out other research
in this area, that it is the clitoris, not the vagina which is a woman's
orgasmic organ.

Schaefer (1973) looked for an explanation of the

fact that this is still not commonly accepted and stated:
'Perhaps this area of the female body is demeaned
because its sole purpose is pleasure - and pure
pleasure is suspect in a sexually repressive
society. '

(19 7 3, p. 138)
When further analysis was

undertaken in Study I, a significant

relationship (P<· 001) was found between whether the respondents
masturbated and whether they had an orgasm from a penis in vagina
only, with a higher percentage of those women who have not masturbated achieving an orgasm from a penis in vagina only.

This result

is not surprising, as those women are probably ignorant of the
pleasures of clitoral stirnulation and label t he arousal and physical
intimacy they feel during intercourse, with no clit oral stimulation,
as an orgasm.

There is also the Masters and Johnson (1966)

explanation, that the tnovement of the penis inside the vagina pulls
the whole genital area, and in so doing the clitoris is indirectly
stimulated.
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One.:third of the women in both studies had had an orgasm by
other than physical means.

Emotional circurnstances provided the

largest gr·oup in both studies.

The most frequently n1endoned other

responses were dreams, drugs (particularly LSD with morphine and
speed also noted), breast-feeding, reading (type of book not specified),
head massages, meditation, with two unusual responses;

'Spiritual

affinity with the great Creator when at one with the beauties He
surrounds us with' and 'reading Donne's poen1s'.

One respondent

claimed she could orgasm by thinking about it.
Respondents thus reported that orgasm may be achieved by
cortical stimulation.

Koedt (.1970) explained that where the imagina-

tion stimulated the brain, the brain in turn stimulated the genital
corpuscles of the glans

of the clitoris to trigger an orgasm.

Koedt

stated:
'Thus, while the cause is psychological, the
effect is still physical and the orgasm neces
sarily takes place in the sexual organ equipped
for sexual cli1nax, the clitoris. 1
(1970, p. 118)

4. 7

PARTNER ORIENTED QUESTIOi\S
When the three methods of sexual satisfaction were ranked,

nearly half (47. 6%) of Study I and over a third (35. 7%) of Study II
ranked their partner stimulating their clitoris first , while only small
groups (8. 4% and 7. 2% respectively) placed masturbation first.

A

penis in the vagina was ranked first by over a third (38. 3 %) of Study-

I and just under a third ( 30 % ) of Study II.

Thus the majority of the

respondents preferred clitoral sti1nulation to intercourse per se,
validating the clitoris as their orgasmic organ.
The structure of this question made analysis of the data a corn
plicatecl 7rocedure. to such an extent that the value of the information
fell short: of expectations.
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In Study I the women were askecf, 'When your partner stimulates
your clitoris, is that a prelude to vaginal penetration?'

For over a

third this was always so, while for another third, this was the case
usually or sometimes.

This question was not included in Study II as

the information it gave did not appear to be useful.

Further worth-

while information might have been collected if additional questions
seeking the respondents' feelings had been asked.
Only a very small group (4. 2%) of the respondents in Study I
did not discuss their sexual enjoyment with their partner.

When all

women discuss their sexual enjoyment with their partners, they will
be well on the way to enjoying total satisfaction in their sexual
encounters.

This question was not considered specific enough to

be included in Study II.
As one would expect, the means of the ages of first sexual
experience with men is similar in both studies ( 17. 86 in Study I and
18. 06 in Study II).

The range of this first experience in Study I was

five to forty-one, which is a much wider range than the twelve to
thirty-five in Study II, which may be a reflection of the different size
of the samples.
The modal age for the first sexual experien ce with· a female in
these studies is interesting; fourteen in Study I and then the bi-modal
result in Study II of seventeen and thirty-six.

The ages of fourteen

and seventeen are reflective of adolescent sexual experirnentation.
to
One could speculate that the respondents who answered thirty-six
_
this question, could be women who had become involved in the worr1en' s
moverncnt and had becon1e se:>a1ally, as well as socially, oriented
towards women.
A very few of the respondents (3. 3% and <L 3% respectively) in
both studies, said they found their sex partners too rough.
should have answered 'no' to this question.

I :1eally all
1

N c a!."ly a third in each
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study chose the 'somct.irnes' option in response to this question.

This

is another area where women rnust ·�ccept responsibility to irnprove
their own sex lives.

It should not be too difficult to point. out to a

partner that he or she is being rough.
The question in Study I, 'Do you agree with the statement that
vaginas were made for having babies and male orgasms' may have
been misinterpreted.

It was actually a -quote from Broadsheet (March,

1976) on female masturbation.

Nearly three-quarters (73. 2%) of the

sample did not agree with this, but one might have expected that the
67. 2 per cent of the respondents who did not e:>..."Perience orgasm from a
penis in the vagina only, might have been in this
category.
.
,,

Because of

the ambiguity and limitations of this question it was not asked in Study II.
The frequency of the respondents' sexual encounters are sur
prisingly similar between both studies.

Over half (5·7. 7% and 57. 1 %

respectively) of these women have sex as often as they wan! it.

A

small group in both studies { 6. 4 % in Study I and 2. 9 % in Study II) say
they have sex 'too much'.

This challenges the old sexual myth of the

rapacious m ale indulging himself at the expense of his partner.

In ·

fact, it appears that the situation is quite the opposite, nearly a quarter
(24. 2% in Study I and 25. 7% in Study II) do not have sex enough.

It

would be interesting if one could generalise from these sample to spec
ulate that a quarter of the women of New Zealand were not getting enough
sex.

However, this is not possible due to the n'?-ture of the samples. All

that can be said is that a quarter of these women would like to have sex
i:nore often.
In Study II an additional open-ended question was asked as to how
often the respondents would like to have sex.

The highest percentage

(20%) would like to have sex once or twice a \veek, with the next highest
(17. 1 %) three to fives times a week.

A small enthusiastic nu1Ttber ( 2. 9 %)

would like it twice a day with a smaller and even more enthusia.stic

70.
percentage ( 1. 4%) wanting it al l the time.

It does seem that wornen' s

sexual appetites may be just as strong as men's are reputed to be.
In 1866 a doctor wrote, on the subject of frequency of sex for women,
'few women can exceed the limit of (sex)
once a week without serious detriment to
health and a premature old age. '
{Psych.

Today,

19 76, p. 143)

Kinsey et al. ( 1953) found the average number of sexual encounters for
their sampl e between

193 5 - 1950

was six to seven times a month,

which is lower than the present Sdmples' stated desires.
Around a quarter (28. 4 % in Study I and 24. 3
their male partners to st imulate their clitoris.

(37. 1 %)
this.

than in Study

I

(22.

5%)

%

in Study II) asked

More in Study II

answered that they did not need to ask

It is disquietening that there are a group of \�omen in both

studies { 14. 7% and 15. 7% r espectively) who either feel embarrassed
or sometimes feel embarrassed asking this, rather than accepting it
as their sexual right.

This may well be because they cannot see what

sexual satisfaction their partners might derive from manually stirnulat
ing their clitoris.
An additional two questions were asked in Study II on partner
orientation.

Over three-quarters {78. 6%} answered either 'yes' or

'sometimes' to the question, 'Do you experience an orgasm during
intercourse?'

This may not be a sufficiently specific question, because

intercourse can be the descriptive word for all types of sexual activity.
A large percentage (86. 7%) enjoyed intercourse, with very few (2. 9 %)
saying that they do not.

It

is an encouraging result, to find so many

women enjoying this pervasive and crucial aspect of their lives.

4. 8

ORAL SEX
Jn Study II a section on oral sex yvas included in the questionnaire.

Many of the women commented at the end of Study I that this area had
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not been covered, and suggested that it should have been.

Over two-

thirds (67. 1%) of the sample's partners practise cunnilingus.

This

is higher than Kinsey et al. 's (1953) figures of 54 per cen�, but lpwer
than the Redbook survey by Tavris and Sadd (1978).

A questionnaire

published in Redhook in 1974 received 100,000 replies from m arried
women all over the United States.

Tavris and Sadd (1978) found that

86. 7 per cent of their sample had often or occasionally pract1sed
cunnilingus.
Rubin ( 1976} studies f ifty white working-class couples and
twenty-five professional couples in the San Francisco Bay area.

She

found that 70 per cent of the working class an� 76 per cent of the
professional couples engaged in cunnilingus, which is higher than the
present study.

She also found that the working-class women did not

enjoy it unreservedly.
Study II respondents were asked why they did not engage in
cunnilingus.
not appeal',

Their answers included responses such as, 'it does
'I feel inhibited',

'the whole thing

and 'I don't need to get satisfaction that way'.

is offensive to me'
When asked if they

did practise it, did they enjoy it, 60 per cent said 'yes' or 'sometimes'
they did, while 30 per cent said 'no'.

Again, W(?men must take responsibility

for their own sexual enjoyment, and if they do not like any activity they
should com.municate this to their partners.
Over half ( 55. 7%) of Study II practised fellatio.

Kinsey et al.

(1953) found a slightly smaller percentage (49%) of their sample had·
\
engaged in fellatio which may be accounted for by the twenty-five
year gap between the studjes.

The highest percentage of respondents

who did not practice fellatio said they found the idea offensive and
r epul si ve.

Other replies included that it did not appeal, that they

\\'ere inhibited, or that they had not thought of i_t.
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The ·percentage of those respondents·who practised fellatio
(55. 7%) was lower than the percentage (67. l %) who prac�ised
cu.:1nilingu S.

Previous research has sirnilar findings.

Rubin ( 1976)

had a socialisation theory for this:
'While most of the working-class women greet
both cunnilingus and fellatio with little enthusiasm,
cunnilingus is practised with slightly greater
frequency and 1 ess resi stanc·e than fellatio. Partly,
that's because many women are talked into cunnilin
gus by their husbands;' 'if I'm \villing why do you
care' argument, and partly because cunnilingus is
something that is done to a woman. It does not
require her active participation and therefore is
more compatible than fellatio_ with the passivity
she has learned.
She has been raised to wait upon
the initiative of another, to mon_itor both behaviour
and response so as not to appear forward or aggres
sive.
Nowhere are these lessons 1nore thoroughly
ingrained than in her sexual behaviour.
(p. 47)
The fact that over half the women who engage in fellatio in the present
study do not enjoy it, presumes that they perform this activity solely'
for the pleasure of their partners.
When the respondents were asked if they had oral sex with a
female partner, a large majority (84. 3%) found this question not
applicable, because they did not have sex with women.

When the 'yes'

and 'somet�mes' options were combined, all but two of those wo1nen
who do have sex with wo1nen, have oral sex, and enjoy it.

The only

reason given when asked why they did not have oral sex, was that the
respondents had not thought qf it.

The few lesbians in Study II make

these results interesting, but hardly a bnsis for comments about
lesbian sexuality.
4. 9

CONCLUSION
The results of this study replicated the major previous research

in this area (Kinsey et al., 1953; Masters and Johnson, 1966;
1976).

Hite,

Most wo1ncn enjoy their sexuality, masturbate, fantasize, and

73 ..

experience· orgasn1s, and these org.asrns are a result of clitoral
stirn ula tion.
Thfs research opens up m.any areas for further study.
such area rnight be:

Ope

how many sexual partners a w01nan will have,

whether she practises serial monogamy or if she has multiple partners.
The questions eliciting inf ormation in this area in this study were not
sufficiently explicit to differentiate between multiple partners· and
serial monogarny.
Lesbian sexuality deserves a research paper of its own.
Blumstein and Schwartz (1977) found that for the women in their study,
previously heterosexual women w ho changed to homosexuality, f or
example, t hrough the women's movement, would stay exclusively homosexual.

In the wave of the New Zeal and worr1en's n:overnent, the

opportunit y is provided for further study to f ind whether Blumstein
and Schwartz's findings would be duplicated in the New Zealand
experience.
More questions on parental dictums about masturbation and
more in-depth questions about masturbation and one's children could
be usefully asked.

Given that in this study, it appears that there is

such a large discrepancy between t hose parents who enga.ge in masturba·
tion and t hose parents who encouraged masturbation in t heir children,
r.esearch is needed to stu�ly the extent of the myths surrounding
masturbat ion.
A New Zealand study of comparative descriptions of male and female orgasms would be an interesting piece of work.

\
\

The length of

time the women take t o orgasm and the whole sphere of n1ultiple
orgasms should be investigated as there is a paucity of data in this
area.
Further investigation should be n1ade of the reasons why wornen
practise sexual techniques they do not enjoy:

how much is i:.wcial

7�L

pressure r·esponsible for this, or how 1nuch is it the pressure fro1n
one's partner.
The aphrodisiac effects of drugs would be an int eresting area for
inquiry.

This is an issue raised by the women the1nselves in response

to the question on orgas1n that is caused by other than physical means.
Women appear to be prepared to discuss the use and acceptance of
illegal drugs, and their relationship to sexuality.
The effect of higher education on one's attitude and behaviour
in the whole area of sexuality should be studied more intensively.
This research shows that with these two.samples, the amount of
education the respondents had· seem ed relate.cl to their sexual
experiences.
It woul cl be interesting to ask all the questions of these studies
to a group of 1v1aori women to discover if there ,vere any significant
differences between the two major races in New Zealand.
Some useful information about the sexual experiences of New
Zealand women has been provided by these studies.

However, ther_e is

a need for further detailed research with larger and more representative
samples.

These studies would increase the body of knowledge

available about New Zealand women and could hopefully be related to
education about sexuality in New Zealand.
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APPENDIX

I

LETTERS AND PRELiiv1INAR Y QUESTIONNAIRE SENT TO
THE RANDOM SAM.PLE OF THE HAMILTON EAST
ELECTORAL ROLL

UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO

Private Bag: Hamilton:
New Zealand: Telephon 62-889

Dear Person;
The following letter is from a graduate student from the
Psychology Dept. at the University of Waikato.
research for her Masters Thesis.

She is involved in

This work is therefore very

irnportant to her but will also add to our knowledge of wornen' s
feelings about their sexuality.

We hope that as many women as

possible will agree to fill in the questionnaire and hope that you
will b e able to co-operate.

At first we need your narne and

address so that we can send you the questionnaire but once you
have filled in the questionnaire you should return it without your
name on it so that the information will be conf1dential and cannot
be linked to any one person.
Thank you very much for your help.

Robyn Rowland
Lecturer
Psychology Dept.
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UNIVERSITY _QF WAIKATO

Private Bag: l{amiltoq:
New Zealand: Telephone 62-889.

Dear Sister;

I am a graduate student at Waikato University doing a thesis

on female sexuality and would like your cooperation in this.

I can

assure you of c01nplete anonymity, as once the questionnaire is sent

to you, I have no way of knowing who it is who has returned it, as
-,

you do not put your name or address on the actual questionnaire.
If you and/or your daughters or female friends would be

prepared to answer a questionnaire on female sexuality, would you

please put' 1 1 in the box beside the first question on-the following
page.

Whether you intend to participate or not, I would be ·grateful

if you would answer the following questions and return them to me
c/o the above address.

Thank you for your cooperation.

(signed) Antoinette Person

\
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Preli minary Questionnaire sent to lhe Random Sample ..
from the Hamilton East Electoral Roll.

Please write your name and address on this she-3t, if you
are willing to fill in the questionnaire, so I can send you a copy.
Name:
Address:

N. B.

Your narne will not be required when you ret�rn the
questionnaire.

Please indicate the number of questionnaires you will need.

Wouid you return these 3 pages to the:

Psychology Department,
University of Waikato,
Private Bag,
Hamilton.

by Friday 4th August, 1978.

o.
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. INSTRUCTIONS FOR F'ILLING IN THIS FORM

n

Please place your answers in the boxes
provided.., using the
numbers �y the appropriate response.
�re the nurnbers under
the boxes, they are for cornputer analysis of the data.
Please leave these boxes blank

n
1

1.

Are you prepared to answer a questionnaire
on female sexuality?
1
2

=
=

Yes
No

2.

How o ld are you? (e.g. if you are
1
2' in box 5 and ' 1' in box 6)

3.

What is your married status?

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

4.

1..

3

Cl
6

Married
Stable partner same sex
Stable partner opposite sex
Divorced
Legally separated
Informally separated
Single
Widowed
Other
(

-------------------

Pakeha/European
Maori-Pakeha
New Zealand Maori
Other Polynesian
Other

To which of the following relgious groups
do you belong?

1.
2.
3.
4.
6.

I

To which of the following ethnic groups do you
consider you belong?
2.
3.
4.
5.

5.

21 enter

2

Pretestant
Roman Catholic
None
Other

Are you a practising member of the church?

l.

2.

3.

Q

Yes

No
Not applicable

10

79.
7.

Do you have children? (.Please enter the actual number
in the boxes, females in the first box, males in the
second box.
Enter O if no chil�lren.)

8.

Do you have any educational qualifications?
1.
2.
3.
4.

9.

None
School Certificate (including partial passes)
U. E. and/or other higher school qualifications
Uni versi ty degree and above.

What is your occupation?

1. Housewife
2. Clerical
3. Professional
4. Shopworker
5. Student
' .
6. Factory Worker
7. Managerial
8. Unemployed
9. Other and/or combina6on oi above {please specify)

14

Would you like to make some comments about this questionnaire?

10.

If you do not intend to answer the questionnaire is
it bee au se?
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Religious reasons
Do not think it has a valuable contribution to knowledge
about women
Male partner would not want you to
Female partner would not want you to
Lack of time
Do not feel comfortable with this subject
Find this subject offensive
Other (Pl �ase specify) ---------------1

Not applicable (intend to answer the questionnaire)

THANK YOU F'OR YOUR CO-OPERATION
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APPENDIX

II

RESUL TS FROM THE PRELIMINARY QUESTIONNAIRE
SENT TO THE RANDOM SAMPLE FROM THE
HAMIL TON EAST ELECTORAL ROLL

Preliminary demographic data from the random sample of the
Hamilton East electroal roll (N = 78) (expressed in percentages).
Marital status
Range
Mode
Mean

years

16 - 74

38.42

II

35 and 36

II

Ethnic group
Pakeha/ European
Maori/ Pak eha
Other

97; 4
1. 3
1. 3

28. 2
60. 3

11. 5

Oc c'-:pa t ion
Housewife
Clerical
Professional
Shop\.vorke r
Student
Managerial
Unemployed
Other

3. 8

1. 3

6.4

2. 6
2. 6

Protestant
Roman Catholic
None
Other

64. 1
�. 0
20. 5

6.4

Number of male children

Number of female children
0
1
2
3
4
7

76.9
2. 6
2. 6
1. 3

Religious Affilic;:1.tion

Practising religion
Yes
No
Not applicable

Married
Partner san1e sex
Partner opposite sex
Divorced
Legally separated
Informally separated
Single
Widow
Other

32. 1
37. 2
20. 5
7. 7
I. 3
1. 3

44.9
7. 7

5. I
1. 3
5. 1
2 6
I. 3

30.8

0
1
2
3
4

-

25. 6
41. 0
16. 7
14. l
2. 6

Educational qualifications
None
School certificate
University entrance
Degree plus

37. 2%

24.4

21. 8
16. 7

Whether they would answer the
questionnaire and the reasons if not
Not increasing knowledge about
5. 1
wo1nen
3. 8
Lack of time
1. 3
Uncomfortable with subject
7. 7
Other
80.8
Will answer
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A P P E N D I x· I I I
FOLLOW-UP LETTER SENT TO THE RANDOM SAlvf PLE
FROM THE HAMILTON EAST ELECTORAL R.OLL

Psycho! ogy Department,
University of Waikato,
Private Bag,
Hamilton.

6th September, 1978.

Dear Person;
A great nu1nber of my question·naires have not been returned,
which puts my research in jeopardy.
please ignore this letter.

If you have returned yours,

If not, could you please fill in your

questionnaires and return them to the Psychology Department
immediately.

If you have lost a questionnaire you could ring the

Psychology Secretary (62-889) who will post you another.

I des-

perately need your help in this project.

Yours sincerely,

( signed) Antoinette Person

APPE:NDIX

IV

.QUESTIONNAIRE AVAILABLE AT THE UNITED
WOMEN'S CONVENTION 1977 (STUDY I)

n

Please place your answers in the boxes
provided - using the
nuinbers by the appropriate response. 4i'i12,re the nurnbers under
the boxes; they are for computer analysis of the data.
Please leave these boxes blank
1.

How old are you?
and ' l' in box 6)

2.

What is your married sta_t�s?
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

3.

( e. g. if you are 21 enter '2' in box 5

Married
Stable partner same sex
Stable partner opposite sex
Divorced
Legally separated
Informally separated
Single
Widowed
Other (

------------------- )

n
7

To which of the following ethnic groups do you consider
you belong?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

4.

.....:.I-r_4_,__l ·

�1�-z.

Pak eha/ European
Maori-Pakeha
New Zealand r-v1aori
Other Polynesian
Other ------------------

To which of the following religious groups do you belong?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Protestant
Roman Catholic
None
Other

D.
9

5. Are you a practising member of the church?
1..
2.
3.

6.

Yes
No
Not applicable

Do you have children? ( Please enter the actual nurnber in
the boxes, fernales in the first box, rnales in the second
box. Enter O if no children. )

FDMD
12
11

8 3.

7.

8.

9.

Do you -have any educational qualifica.tiops?

1.
2.
3.
4.

What is your occupation?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Housewife
Clerical
Professional
Shopworker
Student
Factoiy\Vorker
M:?.nagerial
Unemployed
Other and/or combination of above (please specify)

5.
6.
7.

8.

North Island - main centre
II
II
cities
II
II
- towns
II
II
rural
South Island - main centres
ti
"
C itie S
II
II
towns
II
II
- rural

Are you?

1.
2.
3.

Experiencing menopause
Post-rnenopau se
Pre-menopause

11. Would you describe yourself as?
1.
2.
3.

12.

13.

14

Where do you live?

1.
2.
3.
4.

10.

�=.

None
School Certificate (including partial passes)
U.
and/or other higher school qualifications
University degree and above

Heterosexual
Lesbian
Bi-sexual

Would you describe your self as a feminist?

1.
2.

Yes
No

Do you subscribe to 1 Broadsheet'?

1.
2.

Yes
No

0
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14:. If you are married, do you use _your husband's surna1ne?

1.

Yes

2. No
3. S0rnetin1es
4. Not applicable
15. Do you call yourself
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ms
Mrs
Miss
Other (e.g. Dr, Prof)
No title

16. Do you believe in abortion on demand?

I.

Yes

2. No
3. In certain circumstances
1 7. Would you consider New Zealand to be a sexist society?

1.

2.
3.

Yes

No
Unsure

18. Do you have sex most frequently with?
L
2.
3.
4.
5.

Yourself
Female partner
Male partner
Not applicable
Other

24

19. Is your sexual activity at the moment restricted to one
partner only?

l.

Yes

2. No
I
I
3. Not applicable (no sex partner)
If you answered 'no' to the previous question wo.uld you answer the �
following questions in terms of the partner you have sex most frequently with.
20. Do you fantasize about sex?

1.

2.
3.

r---ij

Yes

Sometimes
No

21. Have you ever had an orgasm?

I.
2.
3.

Yes
No
Not sure

22. How does an orgasrn feel?

--�-----

---·-·

--

Please describe briefly

-----

--..--

-...-

-�-

.....«

·�\C--,
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23. Have y.ou ever
L
2.

rnasturbat:ed?

Yes

No

24. When you masturba.te(d) do/did you have an orgasm? .
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Yes
Usually
Sometimes
Rarely
No
Not applicable

25. Do/did you enjoy masturbation?

1.
2.
3.
4.

Yes

Sometimes
No
Not applicable

26. Did your parents/authority figure tell you not to masturbate?

1.

2.
3.

Yes

No
Not applicable

I]

�T
27. If you ansv..,ered 'yes' to the last question, were you warned
of unpleasant consequences that could result from n1asturbation?
1.

2.

3.

Yes
No
Not applicable

28. If you answered 'yes' to the last question please briefly
describe these:
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29.

When you masturbate do you usually?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Use your fingers to stLnulate your clitoris
Use a vibrator to stimul�.te your clitoris
Use sorne other object to stimulate your clitoris
Stimulate your vagina and clitoris together
Stimulate you vagina only
Not applicable
Other
Combination of above (state

30. Do ·you rnasturbate more than once a fortnight?
1.

2.

3.
4 ..

Yes
No - because have adequate partner
No - don't choose to
Not applicable (have never rnasturbated)

8 (.>.

3L Re masturbation and your children have you?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Told thern not to rnasturbate
r�ot talked a.bout masturbation
Talked about masturbation in a general way
Encouraged them to masturbate
Not applicable (no children or children too young}

32. Do you enjoy the fact that you can be self-reliant for sex?
1. Yes
2. No
3. Not applicable
33. Does your partner know when you have an orgasm?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sornetirnes
Always
Never
Not applicable (have not had an orgasm or not had an
orgasm with partner).

34. Do you fake an orgasm?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Yes
Sometimes
No
Not applicable

35. Would you rank these three methods of sexual satisfaction (enter
the one you most prefer in box 40, next in box 41 and your third
in box 42. Enter 999 if not applicable.)
l. Partner stimulating your clitoris
2. Masturbation
3. Penis in your vagina
36. When your partner stimulates your clitoris to orgasm. is that a
prelude to vaginal penetration?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Yes
No
Not applicable
Only have female partners
Some times
Usually

37. Do you discuss with your sex partner your 1nutual enjoyment?
\
l. Often
2. S01netime s
3. No
4 .. Not applicable
38. How old were you when you fir st had intercourse with a male?
(Please enter actual age - and put O in l st box if age less than
10, e. g� 07; Enter 99 if not applicable.)

87.

39. How old were you when you first had sex with a fernale?
(Please enter actual age - put 1 0•.-in 1st box if age less
than 10, e.g. 07; enter 99 if not applicable.)
,
·
. 47

D

48

40. Do you find your sex partner too rough?
I.
2.
3.
4.

Yes
No
S0metin1es
Not applicable

49

41. Do you agree with the statement - 'vaginas were made for
having babies and male orgasms'?

1.

2.
3.

Yes
No
Not sure

42. Do you have sexual intercourse?

1.

2.
3.
4
5.

43.

As often as you want i t
Too often
Not enough
Not at all - by choice
Not at all - because of circumstances (e.g. widow)

Do you experience orgas1n as a result of a penis in your
vagina only?

1.

2.
3.
4.

Yes
No
Sometimes
Not applicable

44. Do you ask your male partner to stimulate your clitoris?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Yes
No
Sometimes
Don't need to
Not applicable

45. Do you feel embarrassed askii1.g this?
L
2.
3.

Yes
No
Not applicable

46. Have you ever had an orgasm by?
L
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Visual stimulation only
Emotional circumstances only
Aural stirrtulation (words or sounds) only
Any other way that is not physical (specify
--------No
1 and 3
1 and 2
3 and 2
Other cornbination ( specify

D
53

88.

47. Would you like to 1nake so1T1e c01nments about this questionnaire?

48. If you did not complete this questionnaire was it because?

L Religious reasons
2. Do not think it has a valuable contribution to knowledge about women
3. Male partner would not want you to
4. Female partner would �ot want you to·
5. Lack of time
6. Do not feel comfortable with this subject
7. Find th is subject offensive
�8. Other (Please specify ----------------------

11.

9.

Not applicable (did answer this questionnaire)

THANK YOU FOR YOUR CO-OPERATION.
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APPENDIX

V

QUESTIONNAIRE SENT TO THE RANDOM SAMPLE
FROM THE HAMILTON EAST ELECTORAL ROLL
(STUDY II)

Psychology Department
University of Waikato
Private Bag
Hamilton.

D

Instructions for filling in the questionnaire: Please place your answers

in the boxes
provided, using the numbers by the appropriate
responses.
Ignore t he nurnbers under the boxes; they are for com
puter analysis of the data.
Please leave these boxes blank.
1.

2.

3.

4.

l 1 I 2. l 3 I

How old are you? (e.g. if you are 21 enter '2' in box
4 and 'l' in box 5)

4

5

Which of the following applies to you?

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Married
Stable partner opposite sex
Stable partner same sex
Divorced
Legally separated
Informally separated
Single
Widowed
Other (please state

-----------------"-----

Q

To which of the following ethnic groups do you belong?

I. Pakeha/European
2. Maori-Pakeha
3. N. Z. Maori
4. Other Polynesian
5. Other (Please state

-------------------)

To which of the following religious groups do you belong?

1. Protestant
2. Roman Catholic
3. None
4. Other (Please state

5. Are·you a regular attender of religious services?
1. Yes
2. No
3. Not applicable

Q
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6.

Do you have children.? (Please enter the E,ctual nurnbcr in
the boxes, fernale s in the fir st box, ·rnale s in the secono
box.
Enter '0' if no children. ) :
F

D D
1\,

10

1v1

11

7. Do you have any educational qualifications?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
8.

None
School Certificate {including partial passes)
U. E. and/ or highc r school qualifications
Trade o r cleri cal certificat es
Nursing qualifications
Training college certificate
University degree
Other (Please state

__________________

12

,

What is your occupation?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Home duties
Clerical
Professional
Shopworker
Student
Factory worker
Managerial
Unemployed
Other (Please state

-------------------

0

9. Are you?
1.
2.
3.

Pre-menopause
Experiencing menopause
Post-menopause

10. Would you describe yourself as?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Heterosexual (i.e. have sex with males)
Bi-sexual (i.e. have sex with males or females)
Lesbian (i.e. have sex with females)
Virgin
Asexual (i.e. no interest in sex)

15

1 L Do you describe yourself as a f eminist?
1.
Z.

Yes
No

12. Do you belong to any women's organisations?
1. Yes
2. No
13.

Q

0

If you answered 'yes' ,.1lease state the name of the organisation/s.

18

91.

14.

If you are or have been 1narrieq, do you use your husband's
surnarne?
1.
2.
3.

4.
15.

Do you call your self?
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
16 . .

3.

19.

Yes
No
Don't know

z.

to be a sexist s ociety?

Do you fantasize about sex?
1..
2.
3.

18.

Ms
Mrs
Miss
Other ( e. g. Dr. Prof. )
No title

Do you consider N.
1.
2.

1 7.

Yes
S0rneti1nes
No
Not applicable

Regularly
Occasionally
Not at all

Please state under what conditions you fantasize about sex.

Would you briefly describe your most co mmon sexual fantasy.

D
24

20.

Have you ever had an o rgasm?
1.
2.
3.

Yes
Not sure
No

21.

How does an orgasm feel?

2 2.

Do you have sex most
1.
2.
· 3.
4.
5.

Please describe briefly

fr e qu c ntl y with?

Yourself
·Male partner
Female partner
Other (Please state
Not a.pp] icable ( do not have sex)

9 2.

Is your sexual activity at the rnomcnt restricted to one partner?

23.

1.
2.
3.

Yes
No
Not applicable

If you answered 'yes' answer the following questions in terms
of your present partner.
If you an�wered 'no' would you answer the following questions
in terms of the partner with whon1 you have sex most frequently.
24.

Does your partner know when you have an orgasm?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Sometimes
Al ways
Never
Don't know
Not applicable

25.

Do you tell him or her if you orgasm or. not?
1. Yes
2. No
3. Not applicable

26.

Does he or she care if you orgasm?
1.
2.
3.

27.

Have you ever faked an orgasm?
1.
2.
3.
4.

28.

Yes
No
Not applicable

Yes
Sometimes
No
Not applicable

Please briefly explain why you have faked an orgasm.

32
29.

Do you find your sex partner too rough?
1.
2.
3.
4.

30.

Yes
Sornetirne s
No
Not applicable

How often do you have sex?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

As often as you want it
Too often
Not enough
Not at all - by choice
Not at all - because of circumstances

93.
31.

State h�w often you would like to have sex

-----

32. How old were you when you first had intercourse with a
1nal c ? . ( Enter actua 1 age - put ' 0 1 in fir st box if age
less than 10, c. g. � [2J Enter 99 if not applicabl�)

33. How old were you when you first had sex with a female?
(sa1ne in struc tion s as above.)
34. Do you experienc e orgasm as a result of a penis in your
vagina only ?
l. Yes
2. Sometimes
3. No
4. Not applicable
35.

, course?
Do you orgasm durin g in t_er
l.

2.
3.
4.
36.

0

Do you enjoy in tercourse?
1.

2.

3.

4.
37.

Yes
Sometimes
No
Not applicable

Yes
Sornetimes
No
Not applicable

42

Do you ask your male partn er to stimulate your c litoris?
1.

Yes

2.
3.
4.
5.

Sometimes
No
Don't need to - h e does without askin g
Not applicabl e

38. Do you feel embarrassed askin g this?
1. Yes
2. Sometimes
3. No
4. Not applicable
39.

Have you ever had an orgasm b y ?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9..

Visual stimulation only
E1notional �ircumstanc es only
Aural stimulation only (words or sounds or music)
_
Any other way that is not ph ysical (please state
__ _
No
1 and 2
l an d 3
2 and 3
Other cornbi.nation (please state

---

94.

40.

If you have experienced all 3 of-these rncthods of sexual satisfaction
would you rank them.
( Enter the\ one you n1ost prefer in box 46,
next .in box 4 7 and your 3rd choice in box 48. Enter 999 if this
question is not applicableo)
1.
2.
3.

41.

Partner stimulating clitoris
Masturbation
Penis in your vagina

Does your partner practice cunnilingus, that is, have oral
sex with you?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Yes
Sometimes
No
Not applicable

42.

If 'no' why not?

43.

If 'yes' do you enjoy this?
1.
2.
3.
4.

44.

Yes
Sometimes
No
Not appli ca ble

Do you practice fellatio, that is, ·have oral sex with your
male partner?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Yes
Sometimes
No
Not applicable

45.

If 'no', why not---------------------:------

4 6.

If ' yes' do you enjoy this?
1.
2.
3.
4.

4 7.

Do you have oral sex with your fern ale p artner?
L

2.

3.
4.
48.

Yes
Som etimes
No
Not applicable

Yes
Some times
No
Not applicable

If 'no' why not? ____

9 5.

49.

50.

If 'yes' do you enjoy this?

1.

Yes

2.
3.
4.

Sometimes
No·
Not applicable

Have you every masturbated?
1.
2.

51.

When you have masturbated have you had an orgasm?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
52.

1.

3.

4.

3.

Yes
No
Not applicable

Not to masturbate
To masturbate
Did not discuss masturbation

Were you warned of unpleasant consequences that could result
from masturbation?
1.
2.
3.

57.

0

Did they advise you?
1.
2.
3.

56.

Yes
Sometimes
No
Not applicable

Was masturbation discussed with you as a child by your parents
or guardians?
I.
2.

55.

Yes
Sometirnes
No
Not applicable

Do you prefer to masturbate rather than have sexual activity
with a partner ?
1.
2.

54.

Yes
Usually
Sometimes
Rarely
No
Not applicable

Do or did you enjoy masturbation?

2.
3.
4.
53.

Yes
No

Yes
No
Not applicable

If you answered 'yes' please briefly describe these.

------·---·---·-

96.
58.

Concerning masturbation and your children; .have you?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

59.

When you masturbate do you usually?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

60.

Told thcn1 not to masturbate :
Not talked about masturbation
Talked about masturbation in a general way
Encouraged them to inasturbate
Not applicable

Use your finger to stinmlate your clitoris
Use a vibrator to stimulate your clitoris
Use some other object to stimulate your clitoris
Stirnulate your vagina and clitoris together
Stimulate your vagina only
Not applicable
Other (please state
Combination of above (please state

---------------------------

How often do you masturbate? Please state

--------

THANK YOU FOR YOUR CO-OPERATION
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v·1

EXEMPLARY DESCRIPTIONS OF HOW AN ORGASM
FEELS,

FROM STUDY I

Mental imagery

Like a flower bursting open, deep rhythmic pleasure

Sunlight and water suddenly

Liquid fire; energy focused; total release; incandescent anGmone

Like a flood breaking the banks of a river - a fire-works display overwhelming climax.
One word descriptions

Great

Jerky

Marvellous

Satisfying.
Waves

A series of intense waves radiating out from my clitoris over my
whole body.

Like melting waves.
Mountains

Being at the top of a mountain with everything luscious.

Climbing the tallest mountain in the world and jumping off.
Relief of tension and release

Release of tension and energy - a loss of control - a lovely sensation.

Great shuddering downward wet release.

Release of almost unbearable sexual tension in clitoral and vaginal
area, by spasms or series of uncontrolled contractions.

Superlatives

Terrific, pulsating, glowing, spreading warmth.

Shudderingly great

Quivering contractions of ecstacy
The epitome of pleasure

Feeling of timelessness - great feeling of fulfilment emptiness peace surging sensual energy.
Partner orientated

Total union - harn1ony throbbing.

Warrn urgent desire to be entered and really united with partner.

Physically wonderful and very united spiritual feeling toward partner.
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Climax and convulsions
A building up of pleasurable sensations, a throbbing to a climax, which
gr a.dually fades away
Clim.ax - the object of sex.
Loss of consciousness and control
A total loss of control - like being on another plane of consciousness total abandon.
Losing consciousness in the most wonderful way.
Out of control and loving it.
Varies
Different at different times. Usually like all my nerves are on a
spring and are just released - fantastic.
Several kinds - delicious rich itch that d_evelops in intensity, exploding
in fulfilment.
A great high sometimes, sometimes too fleeting.
Whole body involvement
Ripples of feeling through the whole body, coming together and cul- .
minating in a crescendo of intense pleasure \vhi_ch slowly recedes.
A quivering sensation that sweeps over the whole body and feels
extreme} y exciting - feels defini tely out of this world.
Sneezelike
Build up of tension then release, like a sneeze.
Laughter
Always feel like laughing for joy - which annoyed my former husband.
A warm release, sometimes a feeling of floating, racked by waves of
pleasure, warm soothing fl ow of delight, then a need to laugh.,
Explosion
Like everything coming together and exploding - fantastic
Intensely pleasurable internal explosion.
Happiness
I have only had one twice - I felt a momentary flush of great physical
pleasure sweep my body and the world stood still with happiness.
-

A soaring of feeling - out of this world - floating in pleasure - an aura
of pure happiness.
The ultimate in human experience - happiness and pleasure.
Tingling
Hot tingling incredible sensation over my whole body.
A tingle - its vastly over-rated.
Physiological descriptions
My genitals get very hot and feel all liquid.

!nt:ense and pleasurable-affects - moans and groans, writhing head
and torso, facial contortions, heart beat quickens - results sleepy sated.
Masturbation better
Marvell ous, nothing like masturbation for the big 1 0'.
Mention of pain
First time frightening with the pain of discovery, then terrific.
Something between pleasure and pain, losing control, great warm wave,
release of tension.
_!-Iigh feeling
High, floaty, lots of space.
The very best 'high' of all.
The most strong ernotional and physical 'high' I know.
Indescribable
Words fail me.
lmpossible to describe.
Unusual imagery
All pervasive ecstasy, stars flash - lights crash - surge of weightles'Sness - transcendant of body.
Like falling slowly backwards through air or water, supported, but free.
It's the greatest feeling, like fl ying without a plane.
Unclassifiable
Blow your 1 eg s off.
What does red look like.
Yahoo (ask W. Reich)
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VII

SIGNIFICANT CHI-SQUARE RESULTS FROM STUDY I

The sexual label
you give yourself

Do you have. more than one sexual p artner?

Count
Row Pct
Col Pct

Heterosexual

1

Lesbian

2

Bi-Sexual

3

Yes

No

1
421
79.4
89.0

2

19
52.8
..
4.0
33
47.8
7.0
.

Raw Chi-Square = 41. 84

r

I

Regl ig iou s
affiliation
Protestant

Count
Row Pct
Col Pct

1

Roman
Catholic

2

None

3

Other

4
Raw Chi-Square = 41. 61

I

Not applicable
3

61
1 L.5
67.0
9
,zs. 0
9�9
21
30.4
23. 1

48
9. 1
67. 6
8
22.2
11. 3

Significance

=

15
21. 7
21. 1
p � 001

Do you fantasize about sex?
Yes

Sornetime s

1

2

43

105
49. 3
36.7
19
42.2
6. 6
146
48.7
51. 0
16
31. 4
5. 6

20. 2

22.3

12
26. 7
6. 2
i 10

36. 7

57.0
28
54.9
14. 5

Significance

V

No

.

3
65
30. 1
50.0
14

I

I

31. 1

1 o. 8
44
14. 7�
33.8
�
7
13. 7

=

5.4

p � 00 l

I

I

lOL

___

.,.

-

21

30

4

41

-

5

50

6

and over

Raw Chi-Square

r-

None

2

U .. E. Plus

3

___________ ____
,...

Raw Chi-Square

6
12. 5

7.4

I

63
99.0
11. 6
21
67. 7
3. 9

. '

4

-·---= 19. 63

29

9.7

I
I

27. 5

I
:

3 5.8
29

16. 2

35.8
7

I

10.0
8.6
10

32. 3

12. 3

Significance

=

p � 001

Have you ever masturbated ?
Yes

No

1

2

36

13
26.5

73. 5
6.6
84
78. 5
15. 4

_____

193
90. 2

16.0

23
21. 5
28.4

21
9.8

______

...

._,

2

= 15. 23

School
Certificate

__

No

269
90. 3
49. 4
150
83.8

1

Degree Plus

Yes
1
7. 7

Count
Row Pct
Col Pct

Educational
qual if ic ations

rnasturbated?

87. 5

·3 .

- 40

you ever·

42

2

20

31

51

Hiwe

Count
Row Pct
Col Pct

Ag.e
Under

__._____. .....

35. 5

25. 9

231
90.6
42. 5

24
·9. 4

�9. 6
Signifi cane e

=

_ _j

I

l
·--L

__J_

p <(.001

102.

Educational
qualifications

Did you;-;:arents tell you not to masturbate? I

Count
Ro·w Pct
Col Pct

None
School
Certificate

2

U. E. Plus

3

Degree Plus

4

None
School
Certificate
U. E. Plus
Degree Plus

12
24.0
7.8

27
54.0
6. 6

11
22.0
I 7.2

47
21. 8
30.7

149
69.0
36.3

20
9.3
31.3

3,

2

18
17.0
28. 1

59
55. 7
14.4

29
27.4
19. 0

Raw Chi-Square = 21. 03

Fd ucational
qualifications

No

1

I

N9t applicable

Yes

65
25.4
42.5

176
68.8
42.8

I

Sigt:-ificance = p <,: 00 l

Do you masturbate regularly?
No adeq
No frorn
Not applicYes
partner
choice
able

Count
Row Pct
Col Pct

J

15
5. 9
23.4

r

4
3
2
1
------·
·-·------+------+--------+--------·
?
14.0
·4.3

1

18
36.0
7.7

11
22.0
7. 2

14
28.0
1 7. 9

20
22
43
20
19.0
21.0
41.0
19.0
25.6
14. 4
18. 3
1 2. 3
·-·-··-·-----_:;:�_::_-+---=-=--=--=--+-�----=-__;;_--+----------;
22
56
87
52
10.1
25.8
40.l
3
24.0
2 8 .2
36.6
37.0
32.1
----··--· -- --·--··-··-. ••- U-·-··-·-·-··-·•·•..••·•·• � ··---- -..,,. •• --·--·· 2

4

L___________;,_____ __,_

83
87
64
22
32.4
34.0
25. 0
\
8. 6
\
= ·--......::3�7
-=s=-.::1:...:._..:2:...:.·---=o
:__�---4_;:..1:....:..._.:;8;....___,______1_�---1-

Raw Chi-Square = 29. 04

Significance = p

<� 001

103.

r

--

Yes

No

...,

Have you ever
mastu rbated?

Coun
Ro w Pct
Col I?ct

Ye s

1
...... -.p... �...

No

2
Raw Chi-Square

Are you a
radical feminist?

= 17. 79

Count
Row Pct
Co l Pct

Non-radical
feminist

0

Radicai
feminist

1

Raw Chi-Square

Are you a
radical feminist
Non-radical
feminist

1

2

I

Sornetimes Not applicable

29
387
5.3
71. l
90.4
-··--·-7 �.5 --·
11
41
13.6
50. 6
27. 5 1_---2:.i?_ -·-·-

3

43
7.9

85
15. 6
84. 2

--

76.8

16
19. 8
15.8

13

16.0
23.2

Sigii.ificance = p �-001

A$e

Under 201 21-30 i 31-40 41-50 51 and over
I
4
2
3
5
6
- 54
23
159
94
20
6.6
4s.4 I 26.9 15. 4
5. 7
45.1
52. 5 51. 4 73.0
60. 6
·144 !

28
9.5
54.9

89

4
7. 05 130.
48. 6
49.

31

20
6.8

I

·-

27.0 I

Signifi cane e = p

13
4.4
39.4

Pr o testant

l

138
39.7
59. 5

1

Roman
Catholic

None

Other

34
9.8
70. 8

3

155
44.5
50. 3

4

2

94
Radical
2
32 o
e i is
.1 ------�-----1.9: 5__
L--f i_ _n_ _n_ _ _t ________

I

<� 001

Religiou s affiliation

Count
Row Pct
Col Pct

Raw Chi-Square = 14.92

·--

-

Do you orgasm from a penis in vagina only?

= 13. 71

r

--

__ ___

21
6�0
38. q

l

33
14
153
4 8
52. Q
11. 2··
_
l
7 _.____6__1_.,___
_ __£h-=2�-�-4.:....9L...:.:_...c...

_j

Si gnificance = p

<:: 001

104,
..

Are you a
radic al f�minist?

Are yo� a practising mernber of a church?
Yes
No
No,t app licable

Count
Row Pct
Col Pct

Non-rad i cal
feminist

--

Radi c al
feminist

1

30.9

61. 4

1

68
23. 1

__

38. 6

...__,

Raw Chi -Square = 12.07

0

Radical
feminist

1

1

280
83. 1
51. 4

i

I
Count
Row Pct · 1
Col Pc t

Non-radi cal
feminist

0

Radical
feminist

1

l
I

83

28. 2
57. 6

<: 001

masturbated?
No

-

2

57

16. 9

70.4

265
91. 7
48. 6

--

1

61

Significance = p

Yes

24

8.3
29.6

Significance = p <:_: 001

Raw Chi-Square = 9. 49

Are you a
radical feminist?

17. 5
42.4

Have you· ever

Count
Row Pct
Col Pct

Non-radi c al
feminist

51.6
55.7
143
48.6
44.3

·-

Are you a
radic al feminist?

3

180

108

0

2

.1

Do you rnasturbate regu larly?
No adeq l No from 1 ·Not applic Yes
I partner
able
c hoice

1

j
73 I
2L 7 !
4 5. 1

2
118
3 5. 1
50 2

4 !
54. 9 :

39. 9
49. 8

3
91
2 7. 1
59 • 1

1·

!

4
54
16.1
69 • 2

r-z �----j
-6-;---··
---�
�
�
-·
--------il----�9-r-·
s I·
3o.
o. s __
__________ ___= ________

(.._

._

Raw Chi-Square

I

15. 35

I

o

21.
40 ._2...___.

3

8. 2

Si gnifican ce = p � 001

·

\ .

__.J
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APPENDIX

VIII

. RELEVANT TABLES F ROM THE 1976 C ENSUS
Results in Pere entage s
Marital status
Single
Married
Separated
Divorced
Widowed

Educational qualifications:

19. 8
65. 2
2. 1
1. 9
10.9

Degree plus
1. 3
Diplomas or certificates·
0.4
University Entrance and
higher school qualifications 6.6
School Certificate
9.9
Other
4.4
Primary qualifications
4.0
No formal qualifications
73.4

Occupation:
Professional or administrative_
Clerical workers
S ales workers
Factory \vorkers, craft work
or transport or communica
tion
Service workers

19. 4
33.0
12. 0
15. 6
12. 2

l 06.
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